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The problem of detecting and classifying objects of interest in images has
been extensively studied. Pattern theory, a mathematical framework for representing
knowledge of complex patterns developed by applied mathematician Ulf Grenander,
has been shown to have potential uses in automatic target recognition (ATR). Prior
research performed in the mid-1990s at Washington University in St. Louis resulted
in ATR algorithms based on concepts in pattern theory for forward-looking infrared
(FLIR) and laser radar (LADAR) imagery, but additional work was needed to create
algorithms that could be implemented in real ATR systems. This was due to perfor-
mance barriers and a lack of calibration between target models and real data. This
dissertation addresses some of these issues by exploring techniques that can be used
to create practical pattern-theoretic ATR algorithms.
This dissertation starts by reviewing the previous pattern-theoretic ATR research
described above and discussing new results involving the unification of two previously
separate outcomes of that research: multi-target detection/recognition and thermal
state estimation in FLIR imagery. We then discuss ways of improving the overall
utility of pattern-theoretic ATR by re-examining the following areas: 1) generalized
diffusion processes to update target pose estimates and 2) the calibration of thermal
models with FLIR target data.
As the number of target recognition algorithms increases, so does the need for
accurate ways to compare the performance of one algorithm against another. With-
out a measure for performance, users of target recognition systems have no way of
benchmarking one algorithm with another or determining if the sensor employed in
the target recognition system can meet the necessary performance criteria for the
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system. It is also useful to know if there is a fundamental limit on the ability to
estimate a target’s parameters of interest given a sensor’s operating conditions. The
final section of this dissertation analyzes the fundamental accuracy limits of target
pose estimation under different sensor conditions, independent of the target detec-
tion/recognition algorithm employed. The Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is used




1.1 Automatic Target Recognition
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) has been a topic of research interest for many
years, employing many techniques that span the different areas of pattern recognition,
computer vision, and statistical estimation and detection theory. The objective of
ATR research is to create algorithms that can automatically detect and classify targets
of interest, thus eliminating the need for a human to perform the same tasks.
Some of the more popular approaches used in ATR algorithms have been neu-
ral, statistical, or model-based in nature [44], with some algorithms resulting from a
combination of these approaches. Such algorithms include statistical techniques like
principal component analysis (PCA), multiple discriminant analysis (MDA), and in-
dependent component analysis (ICA) to differentiate between classes of targets or to
synthesize targets from lower-dimensional representations. Various configurations of
artificial neural networks or support vector machines [5] have also been used for target
classification tasks. In one study, principal component analysis was combined with a
multilayer perceptron to create a clutter rejector [12]. Some algorithms use databases
of representative target templates and define metrics to match them against target
data extracted from acquired imagery. Many of these techniques suffer from the need
for training data to determine detection thresholds or classification decision regions.
Classification or detection quality can deteriorate as the sample data becomes suffi-
ciently different from the training data, or when the sample data is acquired under
conditions that are not present in the training data. Detailed descriptions of these
techniques can be found in references like [15]. Techniques using wavelets [54] and
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mathematical morphology [4] also have been studied.
In the work presented in this dissertation, the ATR techniques are based on
Ulf Grenander’s pattern-theoretic framework, incorporating Bayesian statistics and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. The research efforts presented fo-
cus on automatically recognizing targets in imagery obtained from forward-looking
infrared and laser radar sensors.
1.2 Pattern Theory
Ulf Grenander’s work in pattern theory is the motivating force behind the ATR algo-
rithms presented in this dissertation [25, 21, 24]. Pattern theory attempts to examine
the underlying knowledge of patterns and their representations. Our goal is to quanti-
tatively define those characteristics that are common to data received from a specific
type of sensor and use that knowledge to match data against synthetic scenes created
using deformable target models. This means that recognizing targets in a given scene
is linked to synthesizing the scene containing those targets. While most computer
vision and object recognition techniques focus on the separate stages of recognition
(segmentation, feature extraction, classification, etc), the pattern-theoretic frame-
work seeks to unify these separate concepts into a single process such that all steps
are performed jointly. Another key feature of pattern theory is that the detection and
recognition processes are performed directly on the data, thus acknowledging, from an
information-theoretic standpoint, that no additional knowledge can be gained from
preprocessing the data [10].
The basic approach to pattern-theoretic problem solving involves formulating the
recognition task in a Bayesian framework. Targets of interest and their unique charac-
teristics are parameterized and assigned a set of underlying probability distributions.
The sensing apparatus may also contain a set of parameters and corresponding dis-
tributions. By formulating the problem in this way, the task of recognizing targets of
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interest becomes a Bayesian estimation problem.
1.3 Sensor Models
The two sensor types considered in this study are forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
and laser radar. Each has its own characteristics, which must be modeled when
developing target recognition algorithms.
1.3.1 FLIR Sensors
The term FLIR represents passive imaging systems used to capture a representation
of the thermal content in the sensor’s field of view. FLIR sensors exploit the emissive
characteristics of targets in the infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The amount of infrared radiation captured by the sensor is best thought of in the
context of a difference between the target of interest and the background. FLIR
sensors present unique challenges to ATR systems in that algorithm designers must
account for the effects of temperature variability. A target of interest in FLIR im-
agery can appear in a number of different ways, depending on its internal operating
state and condition of the environment. A target in motion may have a greater tem-
perature than a target at rest and the gun of a tank that has recently been fired may
have a greater temperature than one that has not been recently used. Time of day
will affect sensor readings, as will significant changes in weather, like the presence
of rain or fog. Depending on the severity of these thermal variations, targets can
become practically indistinguishable from the background [31, 32]. Figure 1 shows a
hypothetical synthetic FLIR scene.
Many ATR techniques have been developed specifically for FLIR data sets. For
example, Chan et al. [6] of the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) have investi-
gated ways of exploiting information from both the mid-wave and long-wave infrared
bands in order to enhance target detection and clutter rejection performance. Their
algorithms employed PCA and a supervised multilayer perceptron for classification
3
Figure 1: An example of a synthetic FLIR image corrupted by Gaussian noise and
bad pixels.
tasks. Recognizing that individual ATR algorithms suffer various performance limi-
tations, other work from ARL sought to combine different ATR algorithms to create
a composite classifier, hoping that multiple algorithms working together could out-
perform any individual one [52].
Pattern-theoretic ATR methods account for sensor effects by using a likelihood
function based on sensor statistics. Earlier pattern-theoretic FLIR ATR studies as-
sumed a likelihood function based on Poisson statistics [40]. The FLIR sensor was
taken to be a charge-coupled-device CCD producing Poisson distributed data with
means proportional to the radiance of the objects in the sensor’s field of view. Using
such a model assumes the sensor is calibrated to give specific photon counts. While
this is often true in astronomical imaging, it is usually not the case for operational
FLIR sensors. Our current work uses a Gaussian model similar to the one discussed
by Koksal et al. [36]. This model assumes the measured radiance is related to the true
radiance of the objects present in the scene by Gaussian distributed noise consisting
of a combination of thermal noise and shot noise. Measurements at each pixel are













where µ is an ideal noiseless image, d is the measured data, and σ2r is the variance
of the measured radiance values 1. We can interpret the Gaussian model with σ2r
as allowing us to accommodate various generic modeling mismatches beyond specific
CCD sensor noise effects. The summation is computed over all pixels n in a given
data image. In this study, we are only concerned with how the loglikelihood changes
with different scene configurations, so we can ignore terms that do not depend on µ
and simply reduce the loglikelihood function per pixel to the squared error between
the measured data and a hypothetical uncorrupted image µ.
1.3.2 LADAR Sensors
LADAR sensors are active imaging systems that can produce range imagery. LADAR
data sets contain information about the range between the sensor and objects in the
sensor’s field of view. Many LADAR sensors work by emitting short pulses of light
that reflect off the scene of interest and return to the sensor. The detectors in the
sensor measure time of flight and use that information to determine range. Some
laser radars also measure the intensity of the reflected light pulse. Figure 2 shows a
hypothetical uncorrupted, synthetic LADAR scene.
Like FLIR ATR, there has been much work in the area of LADAR ATR. Many
significant results have come from work done at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Kok-
sal et al. have worked on statistical approaches for model-based LADAR ATR us-
ing maximum-likelihood and expectation-maximization techniques [37]. Spin-image
1We will assume that σ2
r
is the same for every pixel, but it could readily be made a function of




could be made proportional to the data to form a weighted least-squares approximation of the
Poisson likelihood function, as described in Section 3.3 of [41]
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Figure 2: An example of a synthetic uncorrupted LADAR image.
based techniques have also gained popularity; Vasile et al. have used them for pose-
independent ATR [62]. General pattern-theoretic ATR work is intended to be sensor-
independent, except for the sensor-likelihood function. This dissertation focuses
specifically on a sensor likelihood for LADAR.
To account for LADAR single-pixel noise statistics, we employed a coherent-
detection likelihood function developed by Shapiro and Green [19, 20]. It has also
been used in a multi-target ATR algorithm for LADAR data [39]. If d is an image of
measured range values and µ is an image of uncorrupted true range values, then the















































where α is the atmospheric extinction coefficient, ǫopt is the receiver’s optical efficiency,
ǫhet is the receiver’s heterodyne efficiency, η is the detector’s quantum efficiency, hν
is the photon energy, ρ is the target reflectivity, B is the intermediate frequency (IF)
filter bandwidth, PT is the peak transmitting power, and AR is the receiver’s aperture
area. We will only consider the case with no anomalous measurements (i.e., PrA = 0),














The main ideas in this dissertation could be applied to the original Poisson FLIR
likelihood model, or other quite different likelihood models, at the cost of the analytic
and computational convenience afforded by Gaussian models.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
This section outlines the organization of this dissertation and the contents of each
chapter.
1.4.1 Chapter 2 - Pattern-Theoretic ATR
Chapter 2 provides a brief history of automatic target recognition, discusses Ulf
Grenander’s work in pattern theory in the context of the ATR problem, and pro-
vides some examples of how previous Grenander-inspired jump-diffusion-based ATR
algorithms performed before application of the improvements discussed in later chap-
ters.
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1.4.2 Chapter 3 - Non-Gradient Based Target Diffusion
Chapter 3 discusses modifying the diffusion process described in Section 2.1.4 to make
the implementation adapt to viewing perspective and target characteristics. In pre-
vious implementations [38, 39], the stochastic differential equation that governs the
refinement of initial pose estimates required two step sizes to be chosen. In the jump-
diffusion experiments of [38, 39], both of these were determined empirically through
a trial-and-error approach that yielded the best adjustments of the configuration pa-
rameters. In practice, these should be automatically determined. Chapter 3 considers
an alternative algorithm. We discuss the mapping from real-world coordinates to two-
dimensional image coordinates and how this mapping can be used to define a new
type of diffusion that adjusts target position by individual pixel values. This mapping
facilitates a search among the pose parameters within integer pixel units from the cur-
rent position estimate, via Metropolis-Hastings style sampling. Using this scheme,
adjustments can be made to the configuration parameters so that the changes in the
estimated target pose parameters correspond to individual pixel sizes. We show that
this scheme performs well for refining a target’s estimated pose parameters.
1.4.3 Chapter 4 - Thermal State Inference with Infrared Calibration
The ATR algorithms for infrared imagery presented in Chapter 2 were tested on syn-
thetic FLIR image sets. These image sets were created either directly from known
thermal intensity values or indirectly by generating thermal intensity values proba-
bilistically from a set of known thermal intensity values. This work assumed that the
mapping between thermal intensities and pixel values provided by the detector match,
or at least have a one-to-one deterministic mapping between them. In practice, this
mapping is rarely known exactly. Even if carefully calibrated data of known targets
can be taken before an operational situation, sensor characteristics can change over
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time. Thus, it would be helpful to build the calibration problem into our pattern-
theoretic formulation. This part of the dissertation research demonstrates a scheme
to map thermal models to values that may be present in real FLIR imagery. Starting
with the model for the thermal state estimation technique to be presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, we adjust the model by assuming the relationship between the model and
image produced at the detector is affine. This creates a nonlinear relationship among
the desired parameters, and a new solution must be derived. Chapter 4 compares a
traditional approach to solving a system of nonlinear equations to a novel approach
that exploits the special structure in the equations produced by the affine model.
1.4.4 Chapter 5 - Accuracy Bounds on Pose Parameter Estimation
One characteristic that separates pattern-theoretic ATR from many other techniques
is that pose estimation is a significant part of the target recognition process. There-
fore, it is of interest to know how well target pose can be estimated given a sensor’s
operating conditions. This part of the dissertation employs Cramér-Rao lower bound
analysis to determine fundamental accuracy limits on pose parameter estimation, as-
suming knowledge of the sensor likelihood function. We envision that an ATR system
designer should be able to input sensor parameters and target models to determine
bounds on the standard deviation of parameter estimators. We compare the bounds
to the results of pose parameter estimation experiments using Monte Carlo trials and
find many similarities between the theoretical bound and the simulations.
1.4.5 Chapter 6 - Conclusion
Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions resulting from the work presented in this






2.1.1 Representation of Complex Scenes
In following the pattern-theoretic philosophy, we must first define the elements within
a scene. The patterns that we are interested in are built from templates. These
templates may undergo transformations such as translations, rotations, changes of
scale, or any other action that can be represented mathematically.1 We will refer to
the objects of interest within the imagery as generators. A configuration will denote
the set of generators that make up the scene.
The set of generators in a scene configuration consists of an unknown number of
vehicles. Each generator will contain knowledge about the object it represents, which
in this case includes position, orientation, type, and, in the case of FLIR sensors,
thermal state. Therefore, a single generator g representing a ground-based target in
the set of generators G will be part of the configuration space C1 = ℜ2×[0, 2π)×A×α,
which defines a ground-based position and orientation, a generator class representing
the type of target (e.g., A={M2,M60,T62,. . . }), and a set of thermal parameters α
for FLIR imagery. A scene with N targets lives in a space CN . Since the number of
targets is not known in advance, the full parameter space is the union C = ⋃∞N=0 CN .
2.1.2 Rendering Synthetic Imagery
This section presents our techniques for synthetic scene creation, which is a step
required by pattern-theoretic ATR algorithms and for computing accuracy bounds
1In our formulation, the apparent changes of scale seen by the sensor are automatically handled
via perspective projection, so we will not include an explicit scale parameter.
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as discussed in Section 5. Objects are rendered from faceted models, composed of
polygons (typically triangles) that make up components of the object’s surface, us-
ing the OpenGL three-dimensional graphics application programming interface (API)
[56, 1]. OpenGL performs the transformation (x̃, ỹ, z̃) → (x̃/z̃, ỹ/z̃), taking a three-
dimensional hypothesized scene and turning it into a two-dimensional image through
perspective projection and obscuration. This transformation is accomplished by defin-
ing a set of matrices that take coordinates in three-dimensional object space and
convert them to a corresponding set of two-dimensional image-space pixel positions.
The OpenGL coordinate transformation system is shown in Figure 3. Faceted
models and scene components consist of a set of object coordinates, [x, y, z] tuples
that represent the boundaries for the different facets that make up an object’s sur-
face. Transforming the object coordinates via a model-view matrix results in the
object coordinates being transformed into eye coordinates. Eye coordinates represent
an object with respect to some common measurement system. The eye coordinates
are then transformed by a projection matrix into clip coordinates. Since we use per-
spective projection, the clip coordinates represent positions within a frustrum that
represents the part of three-dimensional space in our final image. The clip coordi-
nates are transformed into normalized device coordinates by dividing by the clipping
range so that the all scene coordinates are in the range [−1, 1]. The normalized de-
vice coordinates can finally be mapped to window coordinates through a viewport
transformation. The window coordinates represent the location where that part of











Figure 3: Coordinate transformation process in OpenGL.
Target configurations used in this dissertation consist of a combination of M2,
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M60, and T62 faceted tank models derived from the PRISM software package.2 We
assume a tank rests on a flat ground plane at some position (x, y)3 and orientation
angle θ, and has a type a ∈ A = {M2,M60, T62}.
The creation of synthetic FLIR and LADAR imagery starts with positioning the
target models in a desired configuration, followed by making appropriate OpenGL
calls to render the three-dimensional scene. More details on the scene rendering
process can be found in Section A.2. For FLIR imagery, each facet of the target’s
surface is set to an intensity value corresponding to the target’s thermal profile. The
targets are then placed over an infrared background image. The background image
was included to approximate what a real infrared scene may look like, but no effort was
made to relate the viewing parameters of the background to the viewing parameters
of the rendered images.
We simulate ideal LADAR images by exploiting the depth buffering system em-
ployed by OpenGL. The first step is to read the values that OpenGL stores in its
depth buffer. Next, these values and the (x′, y′) two-dimensional pixel coordinates for
the corresponding points in the image can be used to undo the perspective projection
and obtain the original (x̃, ỹ, z̃) vectors of three-dimensional world coordinates for
the scene.4 The uncorrupted range values are determined by computing the distance
from the viewing location to those particular coordinates, producing a range image.
Test data sets are created by corrupting the rendered images with noise as defined
by the sensor’s likelihood function.
2The PRISM software, originally developed by the Keweenaw Research Center at Michigan Tech-
nological University, was sold and maintained by ThermoAnalytics, Inc., P.O. Box 66, Calumet, MI
49913, web: www.thermoanalytics.com. It has been replaced by the MuSES infrared signature
prediction software.
3We use tildes earlier to indicate that the coordinate system is transformed according to the
camera position and orientation.
4Tildes are used to indicate the three-dimensional world coordinates used when rendering scenes
in OpenGL, whereas primes indicate image pixel coordinates.
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2.1.3 Sensor Statistics and the Posterior Distribution
The techniques considered here for detecting and recognizing targets of interest follow
a Bayesian framework. We start with a likelihood function that models sensor statis-
tics and use it to compare scenes created from hypothesized configurations with the
collected data. The likelihood is combined with prior information to form a Bayesian
posterior distribution. We consider uniform priors over position and orientation. In
practice, we implicitly introduce the prior information that two targets may not oc-
cupy the same space by not considering such configurations. The sensor likelihood
functions for FLIR and LADAR, previously defined in Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, are
used with the posterior distribution.
Given an estimated configuration state c, the likelihood and the prior combine to
form a Gibbs posterior distribution of the form
π(c|d) ∝ exp[H(c|d)], (8)
where H(c|d) = L(d|c) + P (c) is the logposterior created by summing the loglikeli-
hood L(d|c) and the logprior P (c). L(d|c) = LSENSOR[d|render(c)], where render(c)
represents the process of obtaining an uncorrupted image µ from a scene configura-
tion c through perspective projection and obscuration. The distribution (8) represents
how closely related the hypothesized configuration is to the data image. We sample
it by a reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure called a jump-diffusion
process. The next section explores the jump diffusion process in more detail.
2.1.4 Inference by Metropolis-Hastings Jump-Diffusions
The full posterior distribution represented by (8) quantifies the relationship between
the data and all possible hypothesized scenes, and is thus a function of several pa-
rameters (e.g., pose and target class) with a dimension that changes with the number
of targets in the hypothesized scene. To estimate the parameters of interest, we need
a way to sample from this posterior distribution that allows us to adjust the number
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of targets, since we do not know this information in advance. We follow the jump-
diffusion framework presented in [40], Miller et al. [48, 47], and Srivastava et al [58].
The algorithm is designed around a reversible jump Markov process that accounts for
the continuous and discrete aspects of the ATR problem. The discrete components
are handled by jumping from one subspace to another, deciding whether to add a
target, remove a target, or change a target’s type. These choices will henceforth be
called birth, death, and metamorph, respectively. The continuous aspects, namely, the
inference of the pose parameters, are refined via a diffusion process. More recently,
jump-diffusion processes have been applied to range image segmentation [28], esti-
mating medial axes of two-dimensional shapes [64], building layouts using radar [49],
and tracking maneuvering targets with radar [60].
The decision process used when determining whether or not to accept a jump in-
volves random sampling and Metropolis-Hastings acceptance/rejection [29]. For birth
and metamorph jumps, a representative set of candidate locations and orientation an-
gles is chosen, respectively. For death jumps, candidates are chosen by removing a
single target from the hypothesized configuration. The posterior probabilities are
computed for each of these candidates, and one candidate is randomly chosen with a
probability proportional to its posterior probability. In practice, one candidate pos-
terior probability typically dominates over the others, so it often appears as though
the candidate with maximum probability is automatically chosen. The Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm accepts the chosen candidate with probability







where cprop is the proposed state of the configuration, while corig is the current state.
The functions r(cprop, corig) and r(corig, cprop) are the transition probabilities; see [40]
for details. The function π(c) is the probability of being in state c, which in this case
is derived from the logposterior H(c|d).
The type of jump to perform is determined probabilistically by a prior distribution
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based on the number of hypothesized targets in the configuration. As is typical
with continuous-time Markov processes, the time between jumps is exponentially
distributed. During the intervals between jumps, the diffusion process perturbs the
continuous pose parameters by small amounts to better align the hypothesized targets
with the data. Diffusions are accomplished using the Langevin stochastic differential
equation (SDE):
dCN(τ) = ∇CNH[CN(τ)|d]dτ +
√
2dWN (10)
where WN is a Wiener process and H[CN(τ)|d] is the logposterior associated with
the configuration parameter vector CN , which contains the configuration parameters
for N targets of fixed classes. The time index τ refers to a unit of time within the
diffusion interval. Once (10) is discretized, τ can simply be thought of as a discrete
time index, so a finite number of diffusion steps occur between jumps, and that
number is an exponential random variable.
For a more detailed analysis of the theory behind jump-diffusion processes in
general, refer to the aforementioned works in [40], Miller et al. [47], and Srivastava et
al [58].
2.1.5 Jump-Diffusion Implementation Details




≈ H(. . . , cp + δ, . . . |d)−H(. . . , cp − δ, . . . |d)
2δ
(11)
where cp is an element of the configuration c, δ is some small deviation of the param-
eter cp, and the ellipses indicate the remaining parameters are held fixed.
The Gibbs-form posterior distribution is explored by sampling the space of possible
configurations with respect to the parameters of interest, which involves rendering
hypothesized scenes during any birth, death, or metamorph move. In determining
the acceptance probability for any move, we obtained good results by assuming that
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the forward and reverse transition probabilities are equal and by simply comparing the
proposed and original posterior probabilities of the hypothesized configuration scenes.
For a more intuitive sense of the implementation of the jump-diffusion process, see



























































Figure 4: Block diagram for implementing the jump-diffusion process for ATR in
infrared data.
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2.2 Representing Thermal Variability
The jump-diffusion discussion presented in Section 2.1 focused on the general princi-
ples for the pattern-theoretic ATR algorithm without considering any specific sensor.
When working with data imaged from FLIR sensors, thermal variability also must be
considered. This section presents a technique used to estimate the thermal states of
recognized targets at each iteration of the ATR algorithm.
2.2.1 Eigentanks
We model the thermal variability of targets by constructing prior distributions on the
radiant intensities of target facets [8, 9, 41]. The PRISM software was used to simulate
radiance by CAD models of ground-based targets. By simulating a large number
of radiance measurements, taken while varying environmental and internal heating
parameters over reasonable ranges, a set of typical radiance profiles was generated,
to which principal component analysis was applied. The first few eigenvectors, here
called eigentanks, from the principal component analysis are used to estimate the
thermal profiles of targets in the data.5
The surface of the CAD model of the tank is divided into I regions, with the
intensity assumed constant across each region, and J basis functions are employed.
Let Ai denote the surface area of region i and λi represent the intensity of region
i. Representations of the form λi =
∑
j αjΦij + mi are employed, where mi is the
mean of region i, and Φij is eigentank j at region i. The αj terms are the expansion
coefficients. The eigentanks and associated eigenvalues γj were determined using a
sample covariance matrix of the set of typical radiance profiles weighted by the surface
area Ai of the corresponding regions. A complete derivation may be found in [41].
5The PRISM databases and resulting principle component models employed in the experiments
discussed here were created by Matthew Cooper [8, 9].
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2.2.2 Estimation of Expansion Coefficients
This discussion will follow a derivation found in [41], but will employ our Gaussian
data likelihood instead of a Poisson likelihood. Consider a collected data set d. Let Ni




be the sum of data pixels in region i. Conditioned on the αj terms, we have the
relationship d(k) ∼ Gaussian(λi, σ2r) for k ∈ Ri. In accordance with the principal
component analysis mentioned in Section 2.2.1, a Gaussian prior is placed on the αj
terms, with variances given by the eigenvalues found from the analysis. Dropping

















































j αjΦij +mi and taking derivatives with respect to each αj, we


































































αj = 0, ∀j. (19)
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For a given target pose, these equations allow us to compute approximate maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimates for the αj terms in closed form. Note that αj changes
with different poses, as the MAP estimate adjusts to best match the data under the
constraint of the eigentank model. For a multiple target scene, we perform a similar
calculation for each hypothesized target.
To determine the Ni and Di terms required for computing the expansion coeffi-
cients in (20), we use a paint by numbers technique [41]. Each target in a configuration
is rendered with a set of increasing, yet disjoint, region numbers so that each intensity
region is colored by a different number. One can easily compute Ni by counting the
pixels of a common region number and Di by summing the corresponding data pix-
els. After computing the expansion coefficients, the inferred intensities can be used to
color in the image of region numbers. We consider the background to be of constant
intensity equal to the average background intensity of the data. This final image is
considered the hypothesized uncorrupted FLIR scene and is compared to the data set
through the FLIR loglikelihood function.
2.2.3 Jump-Diffusion with Thermal Inference
This section describes our effort to combine the jump-diffusion algorithm from Sec-
tion 2.1.4, originally discussed in [40], with the thermal state inference described in
Section 2.2, originally discussed in [41], to show that the jump-diffusion algorithm
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can be easily modified to accommodate the estimation of thermal states for detected
targets. After a hypothesized target’s position, orientation, and type have been cho-
sen, (20) may be solved to determine the estimated thermal state. In terms of the
block diagram in Figure 4, this means inserting a block for thermal state estimation
after rendering the hypothesized configuration but before computing the likelihoods
and posterior probabilities.
Results from a jump-diffusion simulation are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a)
shows the FLIR data set used in this simulation, which consists of four tanks. The
highest and lowest tanks in the image are both M60s and the remaining two are
T62s. Each was initialized with a different position, orientation, and thermal state.
The thermal states were synthesized using our Gaussian PCA models. We assume
the camera viewing parameters are known. The algorithm begins by searching over
the configuration space for the best set of parameters for a single new target. In
the subsequent images, the white tanks represent the estimated configuration at that
iteration. Figure 5(b) shows that the first tank located is the M60 that is positioned
closest to the FLIR sensor. Since this tank has the greatest number of pixels on
target, it makes sense that the algorithm would choose that position for a tank to
achieve the greatest gain in likelihood.
The next few images shown in Figures 5(c)-5(e) show how the algorithm subse-
quently detects and places new hypothesized targets over the existing targets in the
data set. Between the birth, death, and metamorph moves, the algorithm diffuses
over the existing targets in an attempt to refine their pose parameters. The estimated
thermal profiles of the hypothesized targets change as the diffusions take place be-
cause the adjustments to pose change the overlap with the corresponding target in
the data image.
Figures 5(f) and 5(g) are interesting because they demonstrate the flexibility of
the jump-diffusion process. A metamorph move occurs before the rightmost T62
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fully diffuses over the T62 in the data set, and the best orientation angle turns out
to be in the opposite direction (the estimated tank no longer points away from the
FLIR sensor as shown in the data). Once the diffusion allows the estimated T62 to
noticeably cover the T62 in the data image, another metamorph move brings it into
the appropriate alignment, as shown in Figure 5(g). The final estimate is shown in
Figure 5(h). All of the targets are aligned with the corresponding targets in the data
image. The estimated thermal profiles also match those found in the data.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5: Intermediate results of a jump-diffusion process with thermal state infer-
ence for FLIR ATR.
There is some dissonance between the way we are approaching the pose parame-
ters and the thermal state parameters. We compute the MAP estimate of the thermal
state parameters, but draw random samples from the posterior distribution for the
pose parameters, from which one might compute, for instance, an MMSE or MAP
estimate. To be consistent, one could diffuse over the thermal state parameters as
well as the pose parameters, although this would waste the advantage provided by
relatively easy MAP estimation of the thermal state parameters. Plugging the MAP
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estimates of the thermal parameters into the posterior distribution to yield a sim-
plified posterior expression is analogous to generalized ML approaches in frequentist
frameworks. A more theoretically satisfying approach would be to fully “integrate
out” the thermal state parameters, perhaps using Laplace’s method as in [39]. We
leave the integration of such techniques into our new algorithms as an avenue for
future work.
We have found that the posterior distributions tend to be so heavily peaked that
diffusion-type algorithms for these sensors tend to strongly resemble a fairly direct
march towards a MAP estimate, and they tend to cling closely to the peak once they
are there, even though randomness is inherent in the algorithms.
2.3 Conclusion
This chapter provided an overview of pattern theory in the context of automatically
recognizing targets of interest in infrared and laser radar imagery. We reviewed
some of the current work in automatic target recognition, discriminating between our
approach that those of others. We ended with some results showing how thermal state




NON-GRADIENT BASED TARGET DIFFUSION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses a modification to the diffusion process used in our pattern-
theoretic ATR algorithm to facilitate robust pose parameter estimation under vary-
ing viewing perspectives. The stochastic differential equation (10) that governs the
refinement of initial pose estimates requires choosing two step sizes: one step size
for the derivative computation, and another step size for the discretized diffusion in
each dimension. In previous jump-diffusion experiments [40, 39], both of these were
determined empirically through a trial-and-error approach that yielded the best ad-
justments to the target pose parameters. While manually choosing an appropriate
step size for a particular iterative algorithm is a common practice in gradient-based
optimization and estimation problems [35, 38], it introduces additional complexity in
pattern-theoretic ATR, because appropriate step sizes tend to depend on the target
type and the viewing geometry of the scene containing the target.
For the two position parameters (x, y) specified in Section 2.1.2, effective step sizes
tend to increase with both the viewing distance along the pose parameter axis and the
distance between the target and the sensor. Difficulties appear when adjusting the
step size while simultaneously moving the sensor closer to the target while widening
the field of view. When considering the orientation angle θ, which does not have
a viewing axis like the position parameters (x, y), the diffusion step size is most
influenced by the resolvable two-dimensional target features as imaged by the sensor.
These features depend on the distance between the sensor and target, the image
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resolution, and the detail in the target model. In practice, implementation of pattern-
theoretic techniques requiring refinement of continuous parameters via a diffusion
process may become prohibitive because of the need to tune the diffusion parameters
for every new scenario of interest. The adoption and utility of the diffusion process
in pattern theory may be increased if these step sizes could be 1) automatically
determined for each new target template and 2) independent of the target’s viewing
perspective and range to the imaging sensor.
This chapter considers an alternative to Langevin-based diffusions for pattern-
theoretic ATR, inspired by grid search-based optimization. We discuss the map-
ping from real world coordinates to two-dimensional image coordinates and how this
mapping can be used to define a new type of diffusion that adjusts target position
by individual pixel values. This mapping is used to facilitate a search among the
pose parameters within integer pixel units from the current position estimate via
Metropolis-Hastings sampling. Using this scheme, adjustments can be made to the
configuration parameters so that the differences between the estimated target pose pa-
rameters at each step of the iteration correspond to individual pixel sizes, potentially
providing more reliable and efficient convergence with no a priori step size determi-
nation. We show that this scheme performs well for refining a target’s (x, y) position
parameters. For a target’s orientation angle θ, visible changes in orientation from
the sensor’s point of view will always depend on the relative position of the target
with respect to the sensor, the distance between target and sensor, and the target’s
viewing geometry. However, the real-world coordinate to image coordinate mapping




As illustrated in Chapter 2, some pattern-theoretic ATR algorithms depend on meth-
ods that iteratively adjust continuous target pose parameters using sensor likelihood
information to refine each parameter estimate. While the Langevin stochastic differ-
ential equation has been previously used for pattern-theoretic ATR, there are many
other techniques that could be applied to the same problem.
Evolutionary algorithms encompass techniques that are generally applied to con-
tinuous parameter refinement problems. Differential evolution (DE) is one such ap-
proach [59]. DE is a heuristic for achieving global optimization of continuous func-
tions, specifically when those functions are nonlinear and non-differentiable. It also
requires few user-specified convergence parameters, since the search space is altered
by considering the difference of intermediate terms within the search space. DE is
similar to another class of evolutionary approaches called genetic algorithms (GA).
Both are inspired by the genetic processes found in biology (such as crossover and
mutation) to search over and refine solutions to optimization problems [2]. For the
pose parameter diffusion problem, both DE and GA suffer from initial application of
their framework to the pose refinement problem and the need to choose convergence
parameters that do not directly map to the scene or sensor characteristics.
3.2.1 Langevin Diffusions in Pattern-Theoretic ATR
This section reviews and expands upon our discussion from Section 2.1.4 about the
Langevin SDE used to define the diffusion process for pattern-theoretic ATR. In gen-
eral, SDEs are differential equations containing terms that are random processes.
Therefore, the solution to the SDE must also be a random process. SDEs are impor-
tant tools used to characterize a number of processes governed by seemingly random
fluctuations, like the movement of particles in water or changes observed in stock
prices [30, 50].
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The pattern-theoretic automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithm described in
Chapter 2 uses a type of jump-diffusion process to iteratively estimate the target
parameters of interest for targets in a given image. These parameters include target
type, position, and orientation. Synthetic scenes containing the hypothesized targets
are compared to the original image using a likelihood function based on the statistics
of the sensor used to acquire the original image. The jumps determine the size of the
parameter space, i.e., the number of targets, while diffusions update pose parameter
estimates [25, 40, 39, 13].
During the intervals between jumps, the diffusion process takes over and adjusts
the continuous pose parameters [x, y, θ] by small amounts to better align the hypoth-
esized targets with the corresponding targets in the image data.
Implementations of the diffusion process have previously used a discretized form
of the Langevin SDE
dCN(τ) = ∇CNH[CN(τ)|d]dτ +
√
2dWN , (21)
where WN is a Wiener process and H[CN(τ)|d] is the logposterior associated with
the configuration parameter vector CN , which contains the configuration parameters
for N targets of fixed classes. The time index τ refers to a unit of time within the
diffusion interval. Once (21) is discretized, τ can simply be thought of as a discrete
time index such that a finite number of diffusions occur between jumps and that
number is an exponential random variable.
The derivative needed to compute the Langevin SDE (21) can be estimated by
applying a finite difference approximation:
∂H(c|d)
∂cp
≈ H(. . . , cp + δ, . . . |d)−H(. . . , cp − δ, . . . |d)
2δ
, (22)
where cp is a single parameter of the configuration c, δ is some small deviation of the
parameter cp, and the ellipses indicate the remaining parameters are held fixed.
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To summarize this process, the jump-diffusion algorithm starts by estimating an
approximate location for a target. If we create a scene by rendering a target at this
estimated location, which we will call the hypothesis, we will see that the hypothesized
target and corresponding target in the data partially overlap. To refine the initial
guess, the diffusion process incrementally adjusts the pose parameters, using the
information in the image data. When viewing the hypothesis rendered on top of the
data, the overlap between the two improves as the estimated pose parameters converge
to their true values. See Figures 6 and 7 for examples of the diffusion process.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Images (a) and (b) contain a sample, synthetic, noisy, LADAR image. A
T62 tank sits at the origin of a ground plane. If we assume that our ATR algorithm
initially detects a target in the general vicinity of the T62, we may find that our
hypothesized T62, denoted by the wire frame outline, does not overlap perfectly with
the T62 in the data. This is shown in (a). After a few iterations of the diffusion
process, the pose parameters of the hypothesized T62 should match well with those
of the data T62, and the hypothesized T62 should overlap well with the data image,
as shown in (b).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7: Images (a), (b), and (c) show a hypothesized target rendered over sample
FLIR image data. In each of these images, the estimated pose parameters do not
match the true values for the corresponding target within the data image, but there
is some overlap. After a sufficient number of iterations of the diffusion process, the
estimated pose parameters will adjust until there is a closer match with the data, as
shown in image (d).
3.3 Langevin-Based Diffusion Implementation Challenges
When simulating the Langevin SDE, two issues arise: the choice of step sizes for the
derivative computation and the choice of step sizes for the discretized diffusions them-
selves. In earlier jump-diffusion experiments [40, 39], both of these were determined
empirically through a trial-and-error approach that yielded the best adjustments to
the configuration parameters. Ideally, these should be automatically determined, but
in practice this is problematic because they depend on the types of targets in the
scene, the scene’s viewing parameters, and the sensor likelihood function.
Also, Langevin-style diffusions are more natural when there is an analytic expres-
sion for the likelihood derivative. As defined in our pattern-theoretic ATR implemen-
tation, this derivative must be approximated with the finite difference equation shown
in (11). The logposterior H is effectively a function of an image and we are taking
the derivative of this function with respect parameters used to generate the image.
Considering the nature of this approximation, this demonstrates another reason why
determining ideal step sizes for dτ and dWN from (10) is not intuitive.
Lastly, diffusions of this form may lead to crude approximations to the pose of
detected targets. In some cases, the Langevin diffusion may not converge, but instead
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oscillate among values close to the true target pose. These characteristics are common
in Langevin-style diffusions [18].
The following discussion will examine a new diffusion algorithm that redefines the
pose parameter refinement problem in way that is more natural to implement and
less reliant on empirically determined step sizes.
3.4 Pixel-Based Diffusion
In the new diffusion algorithm, we note that the Langevin SDE is not essential to
determining appropriate changes in the coordinate pose parameters (x and y ground
plane positions), because those parameters are naturally discretized by the inter-pixel
spacing within the image of interest, mapping to some real-world unit of distance
measurement. For example, if the spacing between neighboring pixels is a centimeter,
adjusting the pose parameters by millimeters may not result in a visible change to
the hypothesized image. It is also possible for a target to move by an amount that
is less than the spacing between image pixels, yet still resulting in a visible change
to the imaged target’s intensity values. This naturally leads to the possibility of
adjusting the pose parameters by amounts that are below the pixel resolution of the
image created under the sensor’s viewing parameters. Tools used to generate two-
dimension scenes from a three-dimensional configuration, like OpenGL, may provide
various ways to handle transitions across pixel boundaries (antialiasing and subpixel
rendering are two such techniques) [27]. For the discussion to follow, we will limit
ourselves to pixel-level pose refinement for the coordinate pose parameter pair (x, y).
The process begins by choosing a pixel radius, the desired number of adjacent
pixels to consider when determining an updated set of pose parameters for the hy-
pothesized target centered at pixel origin px0y0 . A larger pixel radius implies that a
larger search space will be considered, increasing the computation time per iteration
but decreasing the number of iterations necessary to reach good pose values. Once
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a pixel radius is chosen, the algorithm proceeds by adjusting the pose parameters
for the hypothesized target, selecting values that would result in the image of the
hypothesized target moving by a single pixel, or multiple pixels, across the projected
surface of the image (see Figure 8).
To transform the two-dimensional pixel coordinates pxy to three-dimension scene
coordinates [x0, y0, θ0], we undo the perspective projection transformation discussed
in Section 2.1.2. While the rendering processing creates a mapping between the
three-dimensional scene coordinates and the two-dimensional coordinates of the re-
sulting image, undoing the perspective projection reverses the operation. Since each
two-dimensional image coordinates can represent multiple three-dimensional scene
coordinates, we limit the possible three-dimensional coordinates by constraining the
reverse projection to points on the same ground plane where the target of interest is
seated.
In addition to varying the coordinate parameters, we must also consider the ori-
entation parameter θ. This parameter represents the ground-based rotation angle of
the target of interest. Rotations do not fit our pixel-based adjustment model as well
as changes to the position coordinates, so we are left with choosing a method that
will appropriately sample small deviations of θ. This effectively rotates the hypoth-
esized targets by small amounts in both directions. We have found that specifying a
sweep angle φs and sweep angle step size dφs is flexible enough to allow the algorithm
to converge to pose values matching those of the corresponding target in the data
reasonably well, under many varying conditions.
Once the candidate coordinate positions have been chosen, the posterior proba-
bilities are computed for each candidate using the same Gibbs form as discussed in
Section 2.1.3. To fit within the jump-diffusion framework previously established in
Section 2.1.4, we would select one of these candidates probabilistically with a proba-
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(b)
Figure 8: In image (a), a tank is located at some ground-based position that we
denote (0.00, 0.00). The tank is imaged by a LADAR sensor positioned 100 m away,
with a 30◦ field-of-view, pointing directly toward the tank. If a pixel radius of two
were chosen for the diffusion, the 24 pixels surrounding the origin pixel would be
selected as candidates for the first iteration. For the image as specified in (a), the 24
test pixels and origin pixel will correspond to the grid of (x, y) pose parameters, in
centimeters, found in (b). In this case, the space between each pixel is approximately
6.83 cm.
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probability β(ccurr, cnext), calculated using a Metropolis-Hastings approach:







The term cnext is the proposed state of the configuration, while ccurr is the current
state. The functions of the form r(c1, c0) are transition probabilities, specifying the
probability of reaching candidate state c1 from state c0. More details on Metropolis-
Hastings in the context of pattern-theoretic ATR may be found in [40]. The function
π(c) is the probability of being in state c, which in this case is derived from the
logposterior H. When selecting candidates during an iteration, candidate position
and orientation values can be adjusted by adding a noise term dWN , just as it was
done in the Langevin SDE approach, to reduce the probability of becoming trapped
in one of the posterior distribution’s local maximums.
A summary of the diffusion algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pixel-based diffusion algorithm.
1: Initialize pose parameters cnext ← [x0, y0, θ0]
2: Initialize pixel radius rp
3: Initialize sweep angle φs
4: Initialize step size dφs
5: repeat
6: Assign ccurr ← cnext
7: Compute origin pixel coordinate px0y0 from ccurr
8: Find the set of pixels Rp = pxy : ‖pxy − px0y0‖ < rp
9: Find the Nφ =
φs
dφs
angular sweep steps in the set Nφ
10: for all pose parameter coordinates in the space Rp ×Nφ do
11: Compute the logposterior probability H
12: end for
13: Create a probability distribution from H over the space Rp ×Nφ
14: Draw cnext probabilistically from theH distribution to obtain proposed [x, y, θ]
15: Accept cnext with probability β(ccurr, cnext)
16: until ccurr = cnext
3.5 Simulations with LADAR data
This section compares results of performing the diffusion on a test data set using both
the original Langevin-based scheme and the pixel-based scheme developed in this
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section. The first test considers a single M-60 tank under similar downward-looking
viewing geometries, as seen in previous simulations used in this dissertation. The
second scenario considers a single T-62, target but uses a lower angle of elevation to
consider what happens when one or more of the pose parameters is heavily influenced
by the target depth within the image. Both scenarios use simulated LADAR imagery
instead of FLIR primarily to illustrate how pattern-theoretic ATR techniques can be
readily applied to data from different sensor types. Future work can show that the
pixel-based diffusion can be readily applied to FLIR data as well.
Since diffusions occur after a candidate target has been identified, we start the
simulations with an initial pose parameter estimate that results in the hypothesized
target partially overlapping the actual target in the image, as perceived by the sensor.
Starting from this point, four sets of simulations are performed:
• The x parameter is unknown, while the y and θ parameters are known and
fixed.
• The y parameter is unknown, while the x and θ parameters are known and
fixed.
• The θ parameter is unknown, while the x and y parameters are known and
fixed.
• All three parameters, x, y, and θ, are unknown and jointly estimated.
3.5.1 Case 1: A Single M-60 Tank
Figure 9 contains the LADAR image of a single M-60 tank, resting on the ground
plane and pointing 135 degrees away from the imaging sensor. The wireframe image
of the tank represents the rendering of the tank based on the initial coarse estimate of
the pose parameters, typical of those that may be obtained from a birth or metamorph
event in a jump diffusion ATR scenario.
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Figure 9: A synthetic LADAR image containing a single M-60 tank. The wireframe
overlay represents a typical starting point for the diffusion process.
Figure 10 shows the results of applying Algorithm 1 to the scene in Figure 9. The
plots show the deviation of each estimated parameter from the true value for that
parameter during iterations of the Langevin diffusion and the pixel-based diffusion.
From these plots, we can observe the following:
• The pixel-based diffusion algorithm converges faster than the Langevin SDE
algorithm.
• The convergence curve of the pixel-based approach usually appears monotonic.
In the Langevin diffusion process, we see “jitter” in the pose parameter esti-
mates, where it appears the pose parameter oscillates around some value that
it can never quite obtain.
Interestingly, the greatest difference between the two diffusion methods is seen
in Figure 10(c). The diffusion of the target’s orientation angle converges faster than
the other parameters when using the pixel-based diffusion algorithm, yet it converges
slower than the other parameters when using the Langevin-based algorithm. We
observe that small changes in target orientation angle tend to produce fewer visual
differences than changes in target coordinate positions that cross pixel boundaries.
This may not affect the pixel-based algorithm as much as the Langevin-based diffusion
since the former can directly sample from candidates at small orientation angles. The
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Langevin-based algorithm must compute these values, which can be sensitive to the
diffusion and derivative step sizes.
Diffusion Iteration #














































































































































Figure 10: Charts showing parameter deviation vs iteration index for Langevin dif-
fusions and pixel-based diffusions for a single M-60 tank averaged over 1000 trials.
Figure 10(a) shows the deviation of x, in meters, when y and θ are held constant.
Figure 10(b) shows the deviation of y, in meters, when x and θ are held constant.
Figure 10(c) shows the deviation of θ, in degrees, when x and y are held constant.
Figure 10(d) shows the norm of the deviation of both x and y, in meters, when all
parameters are unknown from the beginning.
3.5.2 Case 2: A Single T-62 Tank
Figure 11 contains the LADAR image of a single T-62 tank, resting on the ground
plan and pointing 90 degrees away from the imaging sensor. Compared to Case 1,
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the imaging sensor has a lower elevation angle. This results in a scene only showing
a single side of the target at any given orientation angle. Unlike the target geometry
viewed in Case 1, scenes generated with different candidate orientation angles will
visually have less in common with each other.
Figure 11: A synthetic LADAR image of a single T-62 tank. The wireframe overlay
represents a typical starting point for the diffusion process.
The results of the simulation can be seen in Figure 12. Just as in Case 1, the pixel-
based diffusions converge faster than the Langevin-based diffusions. The reduced
elevation angle slightly affects the convergence with the Langevin SDE, but not the
pixed-based diffusion. The differences between the two algorithms are even more
apparent when looking at the results of diffusing the orientation parameter. The
lower elevation angle results in worse performance in the Langevin-based approach.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter discussed diffusion algorithms as applied to the pattern-theoretic ATR
problem. We described the previously used Langevin-based approach and its short-
comings while presenting a pixel-based alternative. We simulated each diffusion under
a number of test conditions to compare the convergence of both techniques. We found
that the pixel-based approach offers a natural implementation and does not rely on
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Diffusion Iteration #













































































































































Figure 12: Charts showing parameter deviation vs iteration index for langevin dif-
fusions and pixel-based diffusions for a single T-62 tank averaged over 1000 trials.
Figure 12(a) shows the deviation of x, in meters, when y and θ are held constant.
Figure 12(b) shows the deviation of y, in meters, when x and θ are held constant.
Figure 12(c) shows the deviation of θ, in degrees, when x and y are held constant.
Figure 12(d) shows the norm of the deviation of both x and y, in meters, when all
parameters are unknown from the beginning.
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empirically determined step sizes that may need to change with scene viewing geome-
try. The orientation parameter is still slightly problematic since there are infinite an-
gular steps to test against, even when considering the constraint of a two-dimensional
image plane.
The pixel-based diffusion can naturally replace the Langevin in the full jump-
diffusion ATR algorithm, and its implementation is an avenue for future work.
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CHAPTER IV
THERMAL STATE INFERENCE WITH INFRARED
CALIBRATION
4.1 Introduction
The techniques for pattern-theoretic ATR described in [40, 41] were evaluated on
synthetic infrared data sets, created directly from known thermal intensity values.
This was appropriate for initial tests of the effectiveness of pattern-theoretic ATR,
but it assumed that the infrared sensor is calibrated so that there exists a known
mapping from thermal intensities to digitized sensor units. This chapter discusses
techniques for handling of uncalibrated infrared data under the pattern-theoretic
framework. In particular, we address the problem of jointly estimating the parameters
that determine the thermal characteristics of a target of interest along with the terms
that govern the calibration of measured sensor units to thermal state.
4.2 Background
This dissertation uses the term “calibration” differently than how it is usually used
in computer vision. In the context of computer vision, camera calibration typically
refers to the process of determining intrinsic parameters of a camera using a set of
ground truth images with known metrics. The purpose of calibration is to determine,
then correct, camera deficiencies related to parameters like focal length, pixel size,
radial distortion. This dissertation considers calibration as it relates to the mapping
between infrared sensor units and the corresponding thermal state of the target within
the sensor’s field of view. We only note the computer vision definition to highlight
the differences between the two problems.
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Sensor calibration is a common problem spanning many disciplines. For any sensor
that digitally captures real-world data, a mapping between the units of the sensor’s
analog-to-digital converter to actual physical units is necessary to accurately deter-
mine the conditions under which the data was recorded. In thermal imagining, a
sensor tells us in relative terms what parts of an imaged object are “hotter” than
others, but calibration seeks the absolute temperature of different parts of the im-
aged object. For pattern-theoretic approaches to the infrared ATR problem, the
determination of this mapping is extremely important. Since image synthesis is the
core of pattern-theoretic recognition algorithms, the units of the models used to syn-
thesize intermediate and final target imagery must match those of the data collected.
This information is not always available a priori and can change with sensor viewing
geometry.
Standard infrared calibration procedures take many variables into account, like
atmospheric conditions, the time of day of sensor measurement, and the viewing ge-
ometry with respect to the target surface [31, 32]. We assume these parameters are
tied to a known low-dimensional thermal representation, and focus on the connection
between the sensor readings and this model. The following sections treat the calibra-
tion problem like a general parameter estimation problem, seeking the MAP estimate
for the thermal intensity for a collection of targets given the sensor-pixel levels and a
low-dimensional representation of the thermal characteristics of targets.
4.3 The Sensor Likelihood Considering Calibration Terms
We assume that the relationship between the model and the image is affine and can
be summarized as
Λi,t = aλi,t + b (24)
where Λi,t is the intensity for target t at intensity region i in the image acquired by




mi,t, as defined previously in Section 2.2.1, except that we now consider an in-
dex t for a specific target in a given scene. We will also define a new variable
ω = (α1,1, · · · , αJT ,T , a, b) to represent the collection of all thermal expansion and
calibration parameters. The technique for estimating expansion coefficients presented
previously can be expanded to include the additional calibration terms. This creates
a nonlinear relationship among the parameters, so a new solution must be derived.
A novel iterative procedure is used to address this problem. The analysis follows the
previous derivation for the logposterior for pixels on target in terms of the expansion
coefficients defined in Section 2.2.2, except we now include the calibration coefficients











































































4.4 Estimating the Calibration and Thermal Parameters
Incorporating Λi,t = aλi,t + b, where λi,t =
∑
j αj,tΦij,t + mi,t, we must take the
derivatives of H(ω|D) with respect to each αj,t, a, and b. To make the following
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Λi,t = λi,t, (30)
∂
∂b
Λi,t = 1. (31)










































































To maximize the logposterior with respect to the αj,t terms, we must satisfy these
∑
t Jt necessary conditions, which were obtained by setting
∂H
∂αj,t
= 0 and dividing






















= 0, ∀j, t.
(37)
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4.5 Levenberg-Marquardt Solution to the Nonlinear System
This section describes an approximate solution to the set of equations defined in
(37) and (48) using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, a well-known modification
to the Gauss-Newton method for solving systems of nonlinear equations [43, 46]. It
can be directly applied to solving our calibration problem and while also boasting
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adjustable convergence properties. To use Newton’s method-style algorithms, we set
up
∑
t Jt + 2-vector of equations in the form f(ω) = 0 using the
∑
t Jt equations
from (37) and the two equations from (48). If we assume there are T targets, where
target t has an eigentank decomposition consisting of Jt expansion coefficients, and
ω is the collection of FLIR thermal expansion and calibration parameters of interest,
as defined in Section 4.3, then the vector f(ω) would appear as follows:
























































































































































































Each row of this matrix represents a single function of the form fω(ω), where ω is
one of the FLIR calibration parameters. The Jacobian matrix J(ω) is the
∑
t Jt +
2 ×∑t Jt + 2 matrix of partial derivatives for each function fω(ω) with respect to



























t Jt+2. We can form a matrix with this structure by using the following





















if j = j′ and t = t′
∑
i Ni,tΦij,tΦij′,t if j 6= j′ and t = t′












































































Additionally, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm requires setting a user defined
parameter τ , which affects the convergence rate. The value chosen for τ is based on
how close our initial parameter values ω0 are to their final values. Using the function
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vector f , the Jacobian matrix J(ω), a set of starting values for ω0, our choice of τ ,
and two boundary terms ε1 and ε2, we can iteratively solve for ω by implementing
the steps shown in Algorithm 2 [45].
Algorithm 2 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm to compute the thermal expansion
and calibration coefficients in the vector ω.
1: S ← false
2: n← 0
3: ν ← 2
4: ω ← ω0
5: A← J(ω)⊤J(ω)
6: g← J(ω)⊤f(ω)
7: ξ ← τ ×max{aii}
8: repeat
9: n← n+ 1
10: Solve (A+ ξI)h = −g for h
11: if ‖h‖ ≤ ε2(‖ω‖+ ε2) then
12: S ← true
13: else
14: ωnew ← ω + h
15: F (ω)← 1
2
f(ω)⊤f(ω)
16: F (ωnew)← f(ωnew)⊤f(ωnew)
17: ̺← F (ω)−F (ωnew)1
2
h⊤(ξh−g)
18: if ̺ > 0 then
19: ω ← ωnew
20: A← J(ω)⊤J(ω)
21: g← J(ω)⊤f(ω)
22: S ← (‖g‖∞ ≤ ε1)
23: ξ ← ξ ×max{1
3
, 1− (2̺− 1)3}
24: ν ← 2
25: else
26: ξ ← ξ × ν
27: ν ← 2× ν
28: end if
29: end if
30: until (S = true) or (n ≥ nmax)
4.6 Simulations of the Levenberg-Marquardt Solution
This section presents results from experiments where the FLIR sensor calibration
terms a and b and the expansion coefficients αj,t were jointly estimated using the
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Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We considered the following three test cases: a
scene with a single M-60, another scene with a single T-62, and a final scene with
both an M-60 and a T-62. We will assume we are using FLIR sensors that map
the sensed thermal radiation values to detector units in the integer range [0, 4095],
essentially simulating a detector with 12 bits of precision.
4.6.1 Case 1: A Single M-60
A synthetic scene with a single M-60 tank is placed on a flat ground plane. The
thermal profile of the tank is generated using a randomly defined set of expansion
coefficients, derived from the principal components analysis used to generate the
eigentank terms. The image is corrupted by Gaussian noise, and converted to 12-bit
detector units. The final image is shown in Figure 13.
At each step in the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration, the norm is computed between
the estimated thermal state Λi,t and the ground-truth thermal state. Figure 14 shows
the convergence of the data estimators Λi,t to their final values. Figure 14(a) shows
how the estimated thermal state at each step of the iteration compares to the ground-
truth thermal state. Figure 14(b) shows how the estimate of the expansion coefficients
at each step of the iteration compare to the values from the previous step.
Figure 15 shows the convergence of the calibration terms a and b. Unlike the
previous figure, we only show one set of plots for each calibration term, where each
plot represents the absolute difference between the estimated parameters and the
ground-truth values used to generate the data set.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm calls for the iteration to terminate when a
set of predefined conditions are satisfied. After the iteration is complete, we use the
estimated expansion and calibration coefficients to generate our hypothesized target
image. The plot in Figure 16 compare the intensities from the original data and
estimated target profile at each facet index, showing that the Levenberg-Marquardt
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algorithm as applied here results in a hypothesized scene where the individual facet
models do not exactly match the original data. However, a trend can be seen where
it appears that the thermal intensity estimates attempt to move in the direction of
the ground-truth thermal intensity values.
Figure 13: Scene used to test the joint estimation of eigentank expansion coefficients
and FLIR calibration parameters of a single M-60 tank.
4.6.2 Case 2: A Single T-62
A synthetic scene with a single T-62 tank is placed on a flat ground plane in the same
position as the M-60 from the previous section, as seen in Figure 17. All simulation
parameters are the same as those specified in Sections 4.6 and 4.6.1.
Figures 18(a) and 18(b) and are analogous to Figures 14(a) and 14(b) from Sec-
tion 4.6.1. Figure 19 is analogous to Figure 15. Though the T-62 tank is in different
position and is exposing a different set of facets, thus exhibiting a different thermal
state profile, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm continues to have difficulty obtain-
ing an estimate that closely matches the original data, but the results look better
than the M-60 case. It is even clearer that the estimated values attempt to reach the
ground truth for the target.
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Figure 14: Figures (a) and (b) show how the M-60 estimated calibrated data changes
with each iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Figure (a) shows the norm
between the estimated data values and the ground truth for each facet of the M-60
tank. Figure (b) shows the norm of the first difference between estimated data values.






































































Figure 15: Figures (a) and (b) show how the M-60 calibration terms change with
each iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Figure (a) shows the absolute
difference between the estimated and ground-truth calibration term a, while Figure
(b) shows the absolute difference between the estimate and ground-truth calibration
term b.
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Figure 16: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of an M-60 tank, obtained via the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Facet indices are not listed in any particular order.
Figure 17: Scene used to test the joint estimation of eigentank expansion coefficients
and FLIR calibration parameters of a single T-62 tank.
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Norms Between Adjacent Data Estimators
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Figure 18: Figures (a) and (b) show how the T-62 estimated calibrated data changes
with each iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Figure (a) shows the
norm between the estimated data values and the ground truth for each facet of the
T-62 tank. Figure (b) shows the norm of the first difference between estimated data
values.
































































Figure 19: Figures (a) and (b) show how the T-62 calibration terms change with
each iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Figure (a) shows the absolute
difference between the estimated and ground-truth calibration term a, while Figure
(b) shows the absolute difference between the estimate and ground-truth calibration
term b.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of an T-62 tank, obtained via the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Facet indices are not listed in any particular order.
4.6.3 Case 3: Both an M-60 and a T-62
Figure 21 shows a synthetic scene is generated with a T-62 tank and a M-60 tank
both placed on a flat ground plane. Once again, all simulation parameters are the
same as those specified in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2. We use both a T-62 and M-60 in
this test to explore the effectiveness of the algorithm when operating with multiple
known target classes. As shown in Figures 22 to 24, the addition of the second tank
does not appear to degrade the estimation performance, but the algorithm did not
perform very well to begin with. Since the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm contains
empirically determined parameter values, poor performance might be directly related
to the values used for these tuning parameters. Instead of further investigating the
adjustment of tuning parameters to improve the performance, we chose to an alternate
path and pursued a different kind of algorithm, as discussed in the next section.
4.7 Simplified Linear Solutions to the Nonlinear System
As shown in the previous section, jointly estimating both the expansion coefficients
and calibration terms using standard techniques for systems of nonlinear equations
can be problematic. If we look at the set of equations (37) and (48) separately, we
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Figure 21: Scene used to test the joint estimation of eigentank expansion coefficients
and FLIR calibration parameters of both an M-60 tank and a T-62 tank.
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Figure 22: Figures (a) and (b) show how the estimated calibrated data for a scene
containing both an M-60 and a T-62 changes with each iteration of the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. Figure (a) shows the norm between the estimated data values
and the ground truth for each facet of both tanks. Figure (b) shows the norm of the
first difference between estimated data values.
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Figure 23: Figures (a) and (b) show how the calibration terms for the combined M-60
and T-62 test scene change with each iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Figure (a) shows the absolute difference between the estimated and ground-truth cal-
ibration term a, while Figure (b) shows the absolute difference between the estimate
and ground-truth calibration term b.























Figure 24: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of both an M-60 tank and a T-62 tank, obtained via the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. Facet indices are not listed in any particular order.
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can see a linear structure that we can exploit. It is immediately apparent that the
conditions specified in (48) can be represented in the form of a matrix to solve for
a and b, where the αj,t terms are help constant. These equations represent the least
squares solution to the problem of determining the affine parameters a and b that
best fit the derived thermal intensities λi,t from the data d(k).
Conversely, if we keep the a and b terms constant and optimize over the αj,t terms,
The equations in (37) represent T sets of linear equations, one set for each target,

































































































We now have two sets of linear equations: one set that maximizes the logposterior
H with respect to the α terms when the a and b terms are held constant, and another
set that maximizes the same logposterior with respect to the a and b terms when the α
terms are held constant. Written together, these sets of equations represent a system
of nonlinear equations. Many techniques exist to find solutions to such a system, but
as seen in Section 4.6 on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, such techniques can
be difficult to implement for various reasons. Since this linear system separates so
nicely into two systems of linear equations, it is reasonable to conjecture that there
may be an iterative technique to solve for the expansion coefficients and calibration
terms in separate stages. If we can determine an appropriate initial value, we can use
the algorithm shown in Algorithm 3 to iteratively estimate the expansion coefficients
and calibration terms.
The technique described in this section is sensitive to the choice of parameter
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm to compute the thermal expansion coefficients αj and ther-
mal calibration coefficients a and b using the simplified sets of linear equations.
1: Compute Ni,t and Di,t ∀ i, t
2: α
(n)
j,t ← 0 ∀ j, t
3: a(n) ← 1





7: a(n−1) ← a(n)






j,t ← α(n)j,t ∀ j, t
11: Solve for the α
(n)
j,t coefficients using a
(n−1) and b(n−1) ∀ j, t




j,t Φij,t +mi,t ∀ i, t






15: until |Λ(n)i,t − Λ(n−1)i,t | < ǫ
values. The iteration may easily converge to an incorrect solution by finding one of the
local maxima present in the posterior distribution. Most likely, we can only guarantee
convergence if the distribution is unimodal, i.e., having a single local maximum. In
that case, every iterative step should result in parameter estimates that increase the
posterior value.
The simplified linear approach has a number of advantages over the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. First, it contains no parameters that need to be tuned. Though
the iteration parameters used in the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can be adjusted
to work in many situations, the algorithm presented in this section does not require
spending time to find those parameters. Second, the size of the Jacobian matrix
used in the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm increases with each additional target
by the number of expansion coefficients αJT ,T for that target. Large matrices can
become ill-conditioned, or otherwise difficult to implement because of memory and
computation requirements. In the simplified linear solution, each additional target
means the algorithm must compute another set of expansion coefficients. But the
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system of equations used to compute expansion coefficients is relatively simple and
maintains a straightforward parallel implementation.
4.8 Simulations of the Simplified Linear Solutions
This section presents simulations of Algorithm 3 under the same conditions presented
in Section 4.6, using the same three test cases.
4.8.1 Case 1: A Single M-60
A synthetic scene with a single M-60 tank is placed on a flat ground plane under the
same conditions as specified in Section 4.6.1.
Figure 25 shows the convergence of the expansion coefficients αj,t and calibration
terms a and b using the simplified linear solution. When compared to the plot from
Levenberg-Marquardt approach scenario shown in Figure 14, we can see that the
norms between the original data facet values Di,t and the estimated data value Λi,t
decrease with each iteration step using this approach. Interestingly, the calibration
terms do not appear to converge to a fixed value, as show in Figure 26. This appears
to indicate that while a single set of calibration terms and expansion coefficients were
used to generate the original test data, the a, b, and possibly αj,t solutions to the
simplified linear system may not be unique. The result is that the iteration simply
attempts to minimize the norm between adjacent data estimators.
Figure 27 compares the final target intensity estimates with those from the original
data scene. It is clear that the results of the simplified linear algorithm are much
better than those obtained from the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We can see
that the estimated thermal values at each facet index are much closer to the ground-
truth values.
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Figure 25: Figures (a) and (b) show how the M-60 estimated calibrated data changes
with each iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure (a) shows the norm
between the estimated data values and the ground truth for each facet of the M-60
tank. Figure (b) shows the norm of the first difference between estimated data values.
































































Figure 26: Figures (a) and (b) show how the M-60 calibration terms change with each
iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure (a) shows the absolute difference
between the estimated and ground-truth calibration term a, while Figure (b) shows
the absolute difference between the estimate and ground-truth calibration term b.
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Figure 27: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of an M-60 tank, obtained via the simplified linear algorithm. Facet
indices are not listed in any particular order.
4.8.2 Case 2: A Single T-62
A synthetic scene with a single T-62 tank is placed on a flat ground plane in the same
position as the M-60 from the previous section. The same simulation parameters used
in Section 4.6.2 are also used here to define the scene.
As seen in Figure 29, we once again see that the a and b calibration terms to do
not converge to the values generate the original dataset. Unlike the M-60 case, these
do appear to converge to a fixed value.
Figure 30 shows the comparison between the estimated thermal values and the
original data, at each facet index. We once again see that the simplified linear solution
performs significantly better than the Levenberg-Marquardt solution on the T-62
data.
4.8.3 Case 3: Both an M-60 and a T-62
The same scene containing as described in Section 4.6.3, containing both an M-60
and a T-62, is also used here. In Figures 31, 32, and 33, we see the same trends as
in the previous cases where the simplified linear solution continues to outperform the
Levenberg-Marquardt solution. The addition of the second target does not hinder
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Figure 28: Figures (a) and (b) show how the T-62 estimated calibrated data changes
with each iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure (a) shows the norm
between the estimated data values and the ground truth for each facet of the T-62
tank. Figure (b) shows the norm of the first difference between estimated data values.































































Figure 29: Figures (a) and (b) show how the T-62 calibration terms change with each
iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure (a) shows the absolute difference
between the estimated and ground-truth calibration term a, while Figure (b) shows
the absolute difference between the estimate and ground-truth calibration term b.
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Figure 30: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of a T-62 tank, obtained via the simplified linear algorithm. Facet
indices are not listed in any particular order
the algorithm’s performance.
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Norms Between Adjacent Data Estimators
(b)
Figure 31: Figures (a) and (b) show how the combined M-60 and T-62 estimated
calibrated data changes with each iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure
(a) shows the norm between the estimated data values and the ground truth for each
facet of the M-60 tank. Figure (b) shows the norm of the first difference between
estimated data values.
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Figure 32: Figures (a) and (b) show how the combined M-60 and T-62 calibration
terms change with each iteration of the simplified linear algorithm. Figure (a) shows
the absolute difference between the estimated and ground-truth calibration term a,
while Figure (b) shows the absolute difference between the estimate and ground-truth
calibration term b.























Figure 33: Comparison of the original thermal data and the thermal estimates at
each facet index of both an M-60 tank and a T-62 tank, obtained via the simplified
linear algorithm. Facet indices are not listed in any particular order
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4.9 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the problem of FLIR sensor calibration with respect to the
estimation of radiance profile of targets. We have shown two methods for jointly esti-
mating the thermal expansion coefficients and calibration parameters using the scene
data, eigentank expansion information, and Gaussian noise statistics. The Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is a standard method for solving systems of nonlinear equations,
but its application to this problem showed less than promising results. Fortunately,
the form of the system of nonlinear equations relating the terms of interest can be re-
duced two simplified linear equations that may be solved iteratively. Additionally, the
jump-diffusion with the thermal inference implementation described in Section 2.2.3
can be modified to include inference of the a and b calibration parameters, thus allow-
ing the jump-diffusion ATR algorithm to apply to uncalibrated FLIR imagery. This
implementation is left as an activity for future work.
Two additional considerations should be taken when investigating this problem in
the future. The first is the inclusion of constraints on the calibration terms and ex-
pansion coefficients. The discussion in this chapter treated the parameter estimation
problem as an unconstrained optimization problem, allowing for the possibility that
some estimated calibration parameters and expansion coefficients can lead to thermal
profiles that defy the physics of the thermal imaging device (e.g., negative thermal in-
tensities). The other consideration is the possibility of an Expectation-Maximization
(EM) Algorithm [11] for solving this problem. EM algorithms are often used to solve
problems of this form, and are popular because of their theoretical elegance. We
believe the the simplified linear solution discussed previously has many similarities
to the EM algorithm and may be comparable in terms of its convergence properties.
Should an EM derivation be found, it would be appropriate to compare it to the
techniques discussed in this chapter (it may even be the case that our algorithm can
be framed as an EM algorithm).
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The Bayesian framework we have established for pattern-theoretic ATR allows
for naturally expanding the recognition capacity of an algorithm by including more
terms in the the sensor-likelihood function. In this chapter, the addition of calibra-
tion terms allows us to relax assumptions on the thermal state of targets of interest.
The unfortunate consequence of this simple action is that the complexity of applying
the sensor likelihood is also increased. We have shown that certain approaches to
parameter estimation problems can lead to a large number of variables that must be
considered, as is the case of applying the Levenberg-Marquardt solution to the cali-
bration problem. We were fortunate to find a relatively simple solution to the system
of nonlinear equations created through applying the calibration terms, but there is
no guarantee that considering additional sensor characteristics (for instance, extend-




ACCURACY BOUNDS ON POSE PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the development of approximate Cramér-Rao lower bounds
on the accuracy of estimating the pose (position and orientation) of rigid targets
via range imagery collected by a coherent-detection laser radar. The bounds are
based on the likelihood model presented in Section 1.3.2, incorporating both the
sensor statistics as well as the perspective projection imaging process. We examine
how the bounds change as a function of range, resolution, and target orientation,
particularly exploring the coupling between various pose parameter estimates. We
also compare our Cramér-Rao bounds to the performance of a simple parameter
estimation algorithm calculated via Monte Carlo simulation.
The development of ATR algorithms necessitates methods to compare algorithm
effectiveness. Without a measure of performance, users of target recognition systems
have no way of identifying how their algorithms compare with others, or determining
if the sensor in use needs to be improved to achieve better target recognition results.
It is also useful to know the fundamental limit on the ability to estimate a target’s
parameters of interest given a sensor’s operating conditions.
5.2 Background
A number of studies have used information-theoretic bounds to generate performance
and accuracy predictions for different types of sensors. Koksal et al. [36] used per-
formance bounds to determine pose estimation accuracy from FLIR and LADAR. In
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these experiments, Cramér-Rao bounds were compared to Hilbert-Schmidt bounds
on the mean squared error of estimating orientation as a function of noise [22]. Jain
et al. used a number of information-theoretic tools to determine bounds on target
detection performance from images with noise and clutter [33]. The bounds noted
in that study included Kullback-Leibler and Chernoff distances. It considered both
cases without nuisance parameters and cases with the nuisance parameter of orien-
tation. This dissertation focuses on standard deviation bounds for pose estimation
by applying the Cramér-Rao lower bound. Although most ATR algorithms consider
pose parameters to be nuisance parameters, we consider them directly because of their
importance in aimpoint selection or other scenarios where it is necessary to identify
specific points on a target. We investigate how the bounds change as we vary the
distance, position, and orientation of the targets. A similar study using CRLBs was
performed by Gerwe et al. [16, 17] to determine bounds on orientation when viewing
satellites from ground-based optical sensors. Other works have used information-
theoretic concepts to analyze a sensor for ATR by examining the information content
of imagery acquired by the sensor [7].
5.3 Derivation of the Cramér-Rao Bound
The matrix Cramér-Rao bound for a vector of unbiased estimators is defined as the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) for that vector, where each element












where p(d;Θ) is the data loglikelihood, which is a function of the target parameters
Θ = [x, y, θ]T . We use a capital D in (62) to indicate that we are using a random
variable for d. The coordinates x and y denote the target location on the ground
plane, which is assumed to be flat, and θ is the orientation angle with respect to
the axis that points out of the ground plane. We start with the laser radar sensor
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Let render(Θ) denote the operation of simulating an uncorrupted LADAR range
image of a scene with parameter vector Θ, as seen through the effects of perspective
projection and obscuration. In our framework, µ(n) is a function of Θ, which we
emphasize by switching to the notation µ(n;Θ) = render(Θ). To derive the Cramér-
Rao lower bound, we begin by determining the derivatives of the LADAR loglikelihood
function with respect to the parameters in vector Θ. To make the calculation simpler,
we compute σ2(n) for a given Θ and approximate it as constant with respect to small
changes in Θ. Using this approximation, the first term in (63) may be dropped and
















Our sensor likelihood model treats the data sceneD(n) as a Gaussian random variable
with a mean given by the uncorrupted range µ(n;Θ) and variance σ2(n) for pixel n.














































The expectation in this last equation appears in the form of a covariance between
the random variables D(n) and D(ñ). We assume that pixels in the LADAR image
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are conditionally independent, so the covariance is zero when n 6= ñ. Therefore, each











Taking the inverse of this matrix leaves us with a lower bound on the covariance matrix
for the parameters of interest. By saying that the covariance matrix is bounded by
the inverse FIM, we mean that Cov(Θ) ≥ F(Θ)−1 (i.e., the matrix Cov(Θ)−F(Θ)−1
is nonnegative definite for unbiased estimators1). This implies that the diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix are greater than or equal to the diagonal elements
of the inverse FIM. The diagonal elements of the inverse FIM are the Cramér-Rao
lower bounds for the corresponding variances in the covariance matrix.
Cramér-Rao lower bounds are, theoretically, only defined for flat Euclidean spaces.
Gerwe et al. [16] note that, in practice, CRLBs can be applied to curved spaces if the
bound is relatively small compared to the possible range of values in the space. Since
we are concerned with orientation angles, we only consider cases where the angle
bound is much less than 180 degrees. Note that the maximum error one can have in
orientation is 180 degrees.
One benefit of using Cramér-Rao lower bounds in this manner is that we can adapt
them for any type of sensor, assuming that the sensor likelihood function between
the uncorrupted data values and the measured data values is known. Sensor fusion is
naturally incorporated by simply adding the loglikelihoods of the individual sensors.
5.4 Cramér-Rao Bound Implementation Details
We used OpenGL and faceted CAD models to simulate laser radar imagery in the
same manner as discussed in Section 2.1.2. To compute the derivatives necessary for
1There are versions of the Cramér-Rao bound that incorporate bias effects; however, these gen-
erally involve analytical expressions of derivatives of the bias, which are not available, so they are
rarely used. Even in situations with biased estimators, the “unbiased” version of the Cram‘er-Rao
bound often illustrates useful trends.
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determining the CRLBs, a finite difference approximation is employed. Remembering
that µ is a complicated, nonlinear function of the parameter vector Θ obtained from






≈ render(. . . ,Θi + δ, . . .)− render(. . . ,Θi − δ, . . .)
2δ
, (70)
where δ is some small deviation of the parameter Θi, which is a component of Θ,
and the ellipses indicate that the remaining parameters are held fixed. The derivative
provides us with a representation of how the image changes with small changes of the
pose parameters.
5.5 CRLB Experiments
For the experiments that follow, we assume the laser radar parameters found in Table
1, which were taken from the coherent-detection forward-looking laser radar discussed
by Bounds [3]. We assume the laser radar points toward a single M60 tank with a
vertical field of view of 12 milliradians. The tank parameter space Θ has variables
x, y, and θ, where x and y are the crossrange and downrange coordinates on the
ground, while θ is the angular orientation in degrees around the axis pointing out
of the ground plane. All parameters are referenced to some known initial position
and orientation. Since we assume the target is sitting on the ground plane, the z-
coordinates of our targets are always zero. (Future work could explore relaxing this
assumption, which might involve including additional pose parameters.) The size of
the image obtained from the laser radar is assumed to be 125 x 60 pixels. Sample
images of the tank viewed from an elevation angle of 15 degrees with the maximum
and minimum ranges studied, 375m and 2 km, respectively, are shown in Figure 34.
Our first experiment estimated CRLBs for the θ orientation angle, x-crossrange
position, and y-downrange position for a target of interest while varying the distance
from the laser radar sensor to the target. Each data set was assumed to have a
single target sitting on a ground plane with a fixed x position centered on the line
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Table 1: Parameters for the LADAR statistical model. The values are based on the
system parameters for a forward-looking short-pulse coherent-detection system.
Parameter Value
Optical Efficiency, ǫopt 0.5
Heterodyne Efficiency, ǫhet 0.5
Detector Quantum Efficiency, η 0.25
Receiver Aperture Dimension, DR 13 cm
Atmospheric Extinction Coefficient, α 0.5 dB/km
Average Transmitted Power, Ps 5 W
IF Filter Bandwidth, B 80 MHz
Photon Energy, hν 1.87× 10−20 J
Range Resolution, Rres 0.6 m
Target Reflectivity, ρ 0.25
(a) (b)
Figure 34: Views of the M60 tank at (a) a position close to the laser radar sensor and
(b) a position far from the laser radar sensor. These images are shown to illustrate
the coverage over the sensor’s field of view and do not include the noise from the
LADAR statistical model defined in Table 1.
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of sight of the LADAR sensor. When computing the Cramér-Rao lower bounds, we
considered cases where the parameters are coupled (pairwise parameter estimates
have nonzero covariance when Θi 6= Θj) as well as cases where the parameters are
decoupled (pairwise parameter estimates have zero covariance when Θi 6= Θj). The
decoupled parameter cases are artificial in that they assume the other parameters are
known precisely; comparing the decoupled case against the coupled case indicates how
much information is lost from having to co-estimate the other parameters. To present
bounds for the x and y parameters, we compute the CRLB for a set of equally spaced
angles through a full 360 degree rotation and present the average of the CRLBs. One
could also present similar results for specific rotations of interest.
In the second experiment, we fix the laser radar sensor and the target at a single
location. Bounds on the pose parameters are computed at each orientation angle at
fixed intervals between zero and 360 degrees to determine how our estimation ability
changes as we view the target from different angles. This second experiment only
considers the location closest to the LADAR.
The next two subsections present charts showing how the bounds on the standard
deviation of pose parameters change with orientation angle and distance from target.
We suggest that the absolute values of these bounds are not as significant as the
relative trends. The LADAR model that we employ does not account for all possible
sources of noise and image corruption, so the bounds are much lower than one might
expect an algorithm to perform in practice.
5.5.1 CRLB vs. Range from Target Results
The Cramér-Rao lower bounds on pose estimation as a function of range from the
target of interest behave as one would expect: bounds tend to increase as range
increases. This can be attributed to the decrease in target information provided by
the sensor (i.e., fewer pixels on target), because as the sensor moves further away the
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target becomes smaller within the limits of the field of view. The equations for the
LADAR statistics also tell us that the local range accuracy worsens with range, thus
increasing the CRLB even further. This result is consistent for all parameters, as can
be seen in Figure 35. Figure 35(d) shows the number of target pixels present in the
image at the given ranges from the LADAR sensor.



































































































































Figure 35: Cramér-Rao lower bounds on estimating (a) x-position, (b) y-position,
and (c) orientation angle for a single M60 tank with respect to distance between the
LADAR sensor and the tank, and (d) pixels on target versus distance when the M60
is at an orientation angle of 0 degrees (pointing to the right).
For larger range values, the curve is not monotonically increasing; small dips ap-
pear sporadically along the curve. This may be due to a number of factors, including
limitations of the rendering process. Within a small range interval, it is possible
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that different features of the object being viewed will appear on the final image, and
the pixels containing these features may contain different amounts of information.
A more theoretical analysis of spatial resolution and sampling may be necessary to
determine the exact cause; some explorations along these lines will be illustrated in
Section 5.5.3. These non-monotonic qualities of the CRLB curve may also be related
to derivative approximations involved in computing the Fisher information matrix.
It is clear that the bounds may change when adjusting the derivative stepsizes, but
the overall effect of such changes is complicated, as Section 5.5.4 will illustrate. Some
of these issues also arise in work by Gerwe et al. [17]
Chapter 3 discussed a pixel-based approached to pose-parameter refinement that
replaces the approximation of the Langevin SDE used in the diffusion process. This
approach allowed us to by bypass the finite difference derivative calculation and the
determination of arbitrary stepsizes for that calculation. Future work may focus on
applying the pixel-based approach to determining a better set of location-specific
stepsizes to use when computing the finite difference approximation used in CRLB
calculation.
5.5.2 CRLB vs. Target Orientation Results
Figure 36 shows how the CRLB changes with the target’s orientation angle. When
estimating the bounds on the x-position and orientation angle, we see that the CRLBs
vary with changes to these parameters, although the variation is difficult to intuitively
explain. When estimating the y-position, we see noticeable peaks around 90 degrees
and 270 degrees. In those instances, the M60 is either pointing toward the LADAR
sensor or away from it. This may suggest that the decrease in visible tank surface area
increases the difficulty in estimating the target’s ground distance from the sensor.
It is interesting to note how the bound changes if parameters are coupled or
decoupled. We see, as expected, that the bounds are higher when the parameters
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must be jointly estimated. In some cases, the bounds are extremely close, as seen
with the bounds on the y-position and orientation angle estimation in Figures 36(b)
and 36(c), respectively. In the case of estimating the x-position in Figure 36(a), there
are many noticeable gains if the parameters can be individually estimated. Of course,
this will rarely be the case in practice.





























































































































Figure 36: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating (a) x-position, (b) y-position, and
(c) orientation angle for a single M60 tank with respect to the current orientation
angle of the tank. Figure (d) shows how the number of pixels on target changes with
orientation angle.
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5.5.3 CRLB and Image Resolution
The LADAR model employed previously acquires range imagery with a resolution
of 125×60 pixels. The section discusses how the bounds are affected by changes
to image resolution. We repeated the experiment defined in the previous section,
where we determined the bound on y-position estimation with respect to orientation
angle, except this time, we used an image resolution of 500×240 pixels. Sample
images from this study are shown in Figure 37. Plots from the experiment can be
seen in Figure 38. The general trends in both plots remain unchanged, as can be
observed by the presence of strong peaks at the orientation angles where the target is
facing directly towards or away from the LADAR sensor. The values of the standard
deviations, however, differ by more than a factor of four. This is to be expected,
since the higher resolution case has more pixels while the noise-per-pixel remained
the same. An interesting future experiment might be to change the standard deviation
between the two cases to keep the overall signal-to-noise relatively constant. Another
major difference between the charts can be seen in the ripples in the CRLB curve for
the lower resolution images.
(a) (b)
Figure 37: Images of M60 tanks at different resolutions. Image (a) is 125×60 pixels
and image (b) is 500×240 pixels.
5.5.4 CRLB and Derivative Stepsizes
One significant problem encountered in this study is the choice of stepsize for the
derivatives used to compute the Fisher information matrix. The computation of these
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Figure 38: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating y-position for a single M60 tank with
respect to the current orientation angle of the tank. Graph (a) was computed using a
resolution of 125×60 pixels and graph (b) was computed using a resolution of 500×240
pixels.
derivatives is tricky in that there is no clear analytic means to do so. The plots shown
in Figure 39 provide an illustrative example. The stepsizes chosen for the CRLB com-
putations in Figure 39(b) are one-quarter the size of those chosen for the computations
in Figure 39(a). One noteworthy difference is seen in the absolute magnitudes of the
bounds themselves. The bounds computed using the smaller derivative stepsizes are,
on average, slightly lower than those computed with the larger derivative stepsizes.
A second difference between the two plots is seen in the subtle difference between
the coupled and uncoupled curves; specifically, the bounds computed with the larger
stepsizes appear to have larger “gaps” between the curves. Intuitively, it makes sense
that the smaller stepsizes should offer the more precise derivative computation, but
given the nature of the rendering process and the discretization of resulting images,
this may not be so. Further study is needed to determine if ideal stepsizes can be
chosen, or if a better approximation than the first difference may be found. Again,
the pixel-based diffusion results from Chapter 3 may be applied to the problem of
automatically determining position and scale-specific stepsizes to use in the finite
different approximation in future work.
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Figure 39: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating y-position for a single M60 tank with
respect to the current orientation angle of the tank. Graph (a) was computed using
a derivative stepsize four times the size of that used for the computations in graph
(b).
5.6 Monte Carlo Trial Experiments
To see how the theoretical Cramér-Rao bounds might compare with results from an
actual ATR algorithm, we have chosen a few special cases from the CRLB experiments
and compared the bounds to those simulated from a set of Monte Carlo trials using
repeated simulation under specific conditions and multiple noise realizations. Since
our CRLB results represent bounds on the standard deviation error of pose estimation,
our Monte Carlo results will average the error over multiple simulations to form a
curve representing a sample standard deviation.
We compare our theoretical bound on pose parameter estimation estimation to
empirical performance by conducting two types of Monte Carlo experiments: one
where we vary the sensor noise, plotting the noise level along the horizontal axis, and
another where we vary target orientation angle, plotting that angle along the hori-
zontal axis. The position coordinates, target type, and viewing parameters are held
constant. Varying the sensor noise allows us to find a range of system parameters for
the orientation experiment because, in practice, certain SNR ranges provide better
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conditions for Monte Carlo experiments. If the sensor noise is too low, the error in
pose parameter estimation is nearly negligible, but extremely high sensor noise pre-
vents the pose estimation algorithm from achieving any accuracy whatsoever. In the
case of a Gaussian distribution, the CRLB changes linearly with respect to changes in
noise variance, regardless of how minor the change. In our simulations, we find that
noise variances that are too small will not affect the parameter estimation algorithm
significantly, while noise variances that are too large will cause the estimation algo-
rithm to simply fail. Once we have found appropriate sensor parameters to generate
an appropriate amount of noise, we may see how the estimated bounds compare to
the theoretical ones while varying the orientation angle.
To make the calculations easier, we use a simplified LADAR sensor model where
noise is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a mean given by the true range and
variance given by an arbitrary value. This model differs from the LADAR sensor
likelihood equation (7) discussed in Section 1.3.2 because the noise variance term
σ2(n) is no longer a function of the pixel index, but a constant value.
For these simulations, an M60 tank is placed on a ground plane 1 km from a
simulated range sensor. An image is formed by scanning over angles of 25 mrad
horizontally and 12 mrad vertically. We sample 60 times over the vertical sweep
angle and 125 times over the horizontal sweep angle so that the dimensions of the
resulting image are 60 × 125 pixels. For these experiments, we estimate the pose
parameters using the pattern-theoretic ATR pixel-based diffusion process discussed
in Chapter 3. We use this simplified pose estimator, instead of the full jump-diffusion
process discussed in Chapter 2, to reduce the number of computations required for
each pose estimate and therefore significantly reduce the simulation run time. Before
each estimate, we create a synthetic LADAR scene with the M60 in a known position
and we corrupt the scene with Gaussian noise of a known variance. We initialize
the pose estimator to a randomly chosen value so that there is some overlap between
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elements of the target at that position and elements of the target at the true position.
The reason for this initial overlap is that the diffusion process requires a starting
“guess” that is close to the true target position because it is meant to act as a way to
refine the pose parameters after a target has been hypothesized by the ATR algorithm.
The number of iterations was heuristically chosen in a way that allows the estimator
to converge as close as possible, given the current noise conditions, to the true pose
parameter estimates.
5.6.1 CRLB and Average Standard Deviation Comparisons
We calculated each empirical standard deviation estimate from 1000 pose parame-
ter estimates using the aforementioned pixel-based diffusion process. For each pose
parameter, we computed two curves: one representing how the pose estimation ac-
curacy changes as the image noise increases and another representing how the pose
estimation accuracy changes with orientation angle at a given noise level. For the
orientation experiment, we chose a noise level that is high enough to introduce pose
estimation error but low enough so that the diffusion algorithm can still reasonably
estimate the parameter in question. This noise level is chosen at the “knee” point of
the Monte Carlo curve.
Figure 40 compares the the CRLB for estimating the x-position with the Monte
Carlo estimation results over a range of noise levels and orientation angles. As ex-
pected, the Monte Carlo curve initially has a slight upward slope as the noise level
increases. During this interval, the noise induces nearly constant error in the pose es-
timator. Since the diffusion is discretized on pixel boundaries, there is a fundamental
limit to how close it can converge to the “true” pose parameter value. If the diffusion
were modified to have sub-pixel accuracy, the Monte Carlo curve might be closer to
the CRLB. The fact that the slope of the Monte Carlo curve is near zero while the
noise level is in this range indicates that this amount of noise does not affect the
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diffusion algorithm. It still reaches the same point as if there were no noise. At the
point of the “knee” in the curve, the noise begins to affect the estimation accuracy.
The estimation error increases logarithmically from this point.
The noise variance at the “knee” point is used for the x-position estimation per-
formance vs. true orientation angle experiment. Earlier, we found the CRLB to
indicate that there was no clear relationship between the orientation of the tank and
the performance of x-position estimation. The Monte Carlo curve appears to be-
have similarly, not presenting a well-defined relationship to the orientation angle, but


















































































Figure 40: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating x position compared to the average
estimation error from 1000 Monte Carlo trials. The average estimation error is com-
puted as a sample standard deviation over 1000 estimates at 72 noise variance values
in plot (a) and 60 orientation angles in plot (b).
Figure 41 compares the CRLB for estimating the y-position with Monte Carlo
results. The shape of the curve, and its relationship to the CRLB, is nearly identical
to the x-position estimation case. For the experiment varying true orientation, shown
in Figure 41(b), the height of the Monte Carlo curve also has peaks at the locations
where the target is pointing directly towards or directly away from the range sensor,
confirming the conclusion from Section 5.5.2, which suggested the CRLB looked this
way because the scene geometry presents the least amount of useful information when
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Figure 41: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating y-position compared to the average
estimation error from 1000 Monte Carlo trials. The average estimation error is com-
puted as a sample standard deviation over 1000 estimates at 72 noise variance values
in plot (a) and 60 orientation angles in plot (b).
Figure 42 compares the CRLB for estimating orientation angle θ with Monte
Carlo results. The noise variance vs. estimation bounds/error curves differ from the
analogous x and y-position curves in that the Monte Carlo curve is much closer to
the CRLB and the “knee” point occurs at a noise level that is an order of magnitude
lower. Interestingly, the experiment plotting true orientation along the horizontal
axis, shown in Figure 42(b), shows a Monte Carlo envelope much closer to the CRLB,
just barely above the CRLB in some instances. Once again, there appears to be no
immediately obvious relationship between the orientation angle and the corresponding
pose estimation error.
Most of this dissertation is written from a Bayesian viewpoint, in which parameters
have prior distributions and diffusion-like algorithms are used to draw random sam-
ples from the Bayesian posterior distribution. Although there is a Bayesian version of
the CRLB [61], which includes an expectation over the parameters as well as the data,


















































































Figure 42: Cramér-Rao bounds on estimating the orientation angle θ compared to
the average estimation error from 1000 Monte Carlo trials. The average estimation
error is computed as a sample standard deviation over 1000 estimates at 72 noise
variance values in plot (a) and 60 orientation angles in plot (b).
more congruent with a frequentist viewpoint. Maximum-likelihood parameter esti-
mates can be thought of as equivalent to Bayesian MAP estimates with uniform prior
probabilities. Technically, the diffusion-like algorithm used in the Monte Carlo trial
experiments produces sequences of random samples that could be averaged to form a
minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate. Alternatively, the sample with the
highest posterior distribution could be tracked and considered the MAP estimate.
In practice, the posterior tends to be so heavily peaked at the MAP estimate that
diffusion algorithms, in execution, resemble a deterministic search for a maximum.
In a finite number of iterations, there is no guarantee that the “true” maximum has
in fact been reached, and the algorithm could effectively become “stuck” in a local
minimum, even with a random perturbation term. The 1000 Monte Carlo runs might
include a few such cases.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter discussed accuracy bounds on target pose estimation. We derived the
CRLB from a simplified version of the sensor likelihood function we use for LADAR
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sensor data. To calculate the CRLB, we employed an approximation that reduced
the computational complexity of determining derivative computations of target pa-
rameters in two-dimensional range imagery. We showed that the shape of the CRLB
correlates well with our intuitive understanding of how pose estimation accuracy may
be affected by viewing geometry and target pose. We briefly explored the effect of
sensor resolution on CRLB computation and how the choice of derivative stepsizes
can affect the derivative computation in the CRLB. Finally, we showed that Monte
Carlo trials produced results that corresponded with our CLRB calculations.
While most ATR algorithms are designed to be invariant with respect to position
and orientation, our information-theoretic perspective illustrates that even algorithms
that do not explicitly involve the estimation of such nuisance parameters may still be
affected by them [23].
In general, derivation of the CRLB only requires the sensor likelihood function be
specified and differentiable with respect to the pose parameters of interest. Since the
form of the LADAR sensor likelihood is similar to the form of the FLIR sensor like-
lihood, the techniques of this chapter could also be applied to parameter estimation





The contributions presented in this dissertation are summarized as follows:
• Development of infrared image calibration techniques that function in the pattern-
theoretic framework;
• Incorporation of thermal state inference and in the jump-diffusion process for
pattern-theoretic ATR;
• Transition from a gradient ascent-based diffusion process to a more intuitive
pixel-based diffusion process;
• Application of Cramér-Rao bounds to the determination of pose estimation
accuracy in laser radar imagery and verification of those bounds through Monte
Carlo simulation;
• Development tools for synthetic scene creation to be used by others for research
in automatic target recognition and target recognition performance.
6.2 Future Work
Some of the contributions of the dissertation can be readily applied to the jump-
diffusion ATR algorithm. Future work can include implementing the pixel-based
diffusion algorithm into the full ATR algorithm for FLIR and LADAR data. For
FLIR data, this can be performed in stages to test its efficacy assuming different
levels of certainly about the thermal characteristics of the scene. For instance, the
jump-diffusion algorithm with pixel-based diffusion can be used on a scene with known
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thermal content, a scene with unknown, but calibrated, thermal content, and a scene
with unknown and uncalibrated thermal content.
Lastly, we mention some pattern-theoretic research topics for future investigation.
6.2.1 Rapid Target Detection for Arbitrary Sensors
One of the more significant issues with the jump-diffusion algorithms described in
this dissertation for image-based ATR occurs in the initial target detection stage.
Although targets can be found over time via the birth strategy [40, 39] if the view-
ing grid is sampled finely enough, this process does not make intelligent use of the
available information. Guessing locations to search and then rendering fully detailed
CAD models at those locations is computationally expensive and, in practice, does
not guarantee that all targets will be detected. A good target detection algorithm
should consider the quality of a detection, that is, how well hypothesized target region
covers the actual target within the image. For pattern-theoretic ATR, the diffusion
process should account for these situations, but it sometimes has difficultly refining
the estimated pose parameters. A simpler strategy for rapid target detection could
use rectangular regions to represent potential targets. Creating hypothesized targets
in this way, using the same sensor likelihood function to evaluate our hypothesis,
could greatly reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm because we no
longer have to render fully detailed CAD models at each potential target location.
New types of jump moves could switch between the coarse rectangular representations
and specific target models.
6.2.2 Metrics for the Rejection of False Targets
The pattern-theoretic ATR algorithms discussed in this dissertation distinguish be-
tween only background and known target types. This means that over time, clutter
and unknown target types within the sensor’s field of view may be erroneously classi-
fied as known targets with a certain pose. Future efforts can examine different types
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of penalties [42, 26, 51, 63] that can be subtracted from the likelihood function to
reduce these false alarms.
6.2.2.1 False Targets
With the incorporation of the estimation of thermal states of targets, our jump-
diffusion algorithm suffers from a potential increase in false alarms when initially
detecting targets. This can be attributed to the amount of variability that our cur-
rent eigentank model is capable of capturing, which includes thermal states that are
generally not attainable by actual targets. If we are rendering a target model over a
segment of the data image that contains a target of the same type, and if the pose
parameters match up correctly, then the inferred thermal states should also closely
match the true values since the intensity regions will overlap properly. If any of these
conditions are not met, then the computation of the expansion coefficients will either
include matching the hypothesized target’s intensity regions with the wrong regions
of corresponding target in the data or matching intensity regions with background. If
the background includes clutter that contains thermal characteristics similar to those
of known targets, then the algorithm may choose a thermal profile that blends into
the background. If this happens during a birth move in the jump-diffusion process,
a phantom target can appear in the hypothesized scene. Since the likelihoods tend
to increase with the existence of these phantom targets, it becomes more difficult
for the jump-diffusion algorithm to remove them later on through an iteration of the
death process. These phantom and misaligned targets can have thermal profiles that
make little physical sense (e.g., the exhaust may be cooler than the rest of the tank)
because of the symmetry of our PCA eigentank representations around the coefficient
means.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 43. Here, we simply computed expan-
sion coefficients at four different positions over an infrared image that contained no
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targets. The purpose was to see which facets of the resulting targets had thermal
characteristics similar to the background data. As seen in the image, some target
features appear as they would on a typical data set while other features blend into
the background to the point where the tank almost disappears.
Figure 43: Tanks with radiance profiles derived from background emissions.
6.2.3 New Representations of Thermal State
Although the PCA analysis used to create the eigentanks appears to be a useful
technique for representing thermal state, no work has been done to compare this with
other dimensionality reduction techniques. From observing the estimated thermal
states during the jump-diffusion process, we see that the eigentank model suffers
by allowing target signatures to be predicted in a way that would be physically
impossible. The eigentank research was initially motivated by the positive results
obtained from working with eigenfaces for face recognition. Methods like independent
component analysis have also been applied to facial recognition [14], which could bear
fruit in representing thermal states as well. In addition, there have been improvements
to software-based infrared signature prediction and modeling. Software packages like
Irma [55], infrared prediction software developed by Northrop Grumman, and Muses
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[34, 53], the successor to the PRISM software, also developed by ThermoAnalytics,
can be used to create expanded representations of thermal state beyond what our
Prism models provided.
More importantly, future work should consider using infrared prediction rather
than predefined profiles to reduce the reliance on training data. Capturing the un-
derlying physics behind infrared signature prediction and applying it to the sensor
likelihood formulation would be a better fit to the pattern-theoretic framework. This
is a nontrivial task, requiring the complete modeling of all parameters and physical
processes that are needed to produce all possible thermal profiles for a given tar-
get. Currently, the scale of a probabilistic model with that much complexity would
present a number of implementation challenges unless significant computing resources
are available. As computer power increases, these processing constraints can be re-
laxed over time. Another tactic beyond raw computing power would be to determine
which physical process parameters yield the greatest thermal variability.
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APPENDIX A
SYNTHETIC SCENE GENERATION TOOLS
A.1 Introduction
We performed a significant part of this dissertation research using a set of synthetic
scene generation tools for LADAR and FLIR data that we created as part of an-
other effort. These tools, and the knowledge gained from their creation, contributed
greatly to the Pattern-Theoretic ATR advances presented in this dissertation. This
appendix describes these tools and how they can be used to create synthetic LADAR
range imagery and three-dimensional point cloud datasets within MATLAB. Scenes
are synthesized using one or more faceted models at user-specified coordinates, ori-
entation angles, and sizes. The main components of the tool are a graphical user
interface (GUI) and a simple application programming interface (API). The GUI
aids scene creation by facilitating object placement, specifying the ground plane,
defining the viewing perspective, and adjusting model parameters. The API allows
users to write custom MATLAB scripts analyze their own data sets. For LADAR,
range, and point cloud data, the tools currently support faceted models in PRISM,
3D Studio, STereoLithography (STL), and Princeton Shape Benchmark [57] object
file formats. For FLIR data, the tools only support the PRISM faceted model file
format and associated infrared prediction modeling metadata.
A.2 Scene Creation Overview
This section provides a high-level overview of the simulator and using it to define and
render scenery.
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A.2.1 Parts of a Scene
The simulator software allow users to create synthetic data sets (range images, point
clouds, and infrared scenes) from predefined, three-dimensional scenes. The tool
starts by setting up a three-dimensional world view of a particular scene in a space
with axes x, y, and z. Axes x and y represent coordinates along the ground, or any
plane at some given height (as in one of the standard three-dimensional coordinate
systems used in computer graphics). The z-coordinate represents the height at par-
ticular x and y values. If we consider the ground, then all z values will be zero. A
viewing sensor is usually positioned at some point above the z = 0 plane, pointing at
some predefined point in the world. The position of the sensor may be defined in rect-
angular x, y, and z coordinates, or in terms of range, azimuth, and elevation spherical
coordinates based on the “look at” point. A flat, rectangular ground plane of any
desired size can be placed at the coordinates where z = 0 to give the appearance that
objects in the scene are resting on a surface.
The units of the world coordinates are not explicitly defined and may represent
anything. For example, suppose the user wants to view a tank from 50 meters away,
but the faceted model of the tank is defined in millimeters with dimensions 6367 ×
3122 × 2943. Specifying 50 as the range will result in an appearance that may be
interpreted in two different ways: (1) the tank is 6367mm ×3122mm ×2943mm and
the sensor is 55mm away, or (2) the tank is 6367m ×3122m ×2943m and the sensor
is 50m away. Neither interpretation is useful; without scaling the values, the distance
from the target and the dimensions of the tank are considered to be the same units.
To have all objects in the scene drawn appropriately, the units of the tank must be
converted to meters by scaling by 1/1000, or the units for the sensor’s range from the
target must be specified in millimeters.
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A.2.2 Setting the View
The viewing area and resolution of the resulting imagery are set via the field of view
and data dimension parameters. Field of view (FOV) is defined in the horizontal
and vertical directions, relative to the position of the sensor, in units of degrees.
In essence, the sensor scans +FOV/2 and -FOV/2 degrees in both directions. The
number of pixels in the image is determined by the data dimension parameters (one
can think of this parameter as the angular sampling that occurs as the sensor scans
over field of view). Square images are created by setting the two field of view angles
to the same value, while rectangular images result from one field of view angle being
larger than the other, regardless of the pixel dimensions. The sensor’s position can
be specified in world or spherical coordinates. To use world coordinates, simply set
the [x, y, z] parameter vector. For spherical, set the [ρ, θ, φ] coordinates, representing
range, azimuth, and elevation. An illustration of the view and coordinate system can
be seen in Figure 44. Range is taken to be the distance between the sensor and the
“look at” coordinate, also specified as a [x, y, z] parameter vector. The minimum and
maximum viewable ranges must also be set using the appropriate parameters. When
viewing point clouds, the data dimension and field of view angles define the scene
from which the points will be extracted.
A.2.3 Adding Targets
Scenes may contain any number of objects (hereafter often referred to as “targets”)
in a variety of positions and orientations. Target geometries are obtained by reading
in CAD model descriptions. Targets are placed at specified (x, y, z) coordinates and
rotated by some angle around the three axes. Targets may be rescaled if the units
used to define the target’s CAD model are undesirable.
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(a) (b)
Figure 44: A standard (a) and overhead (b) view of a scene’s layout. The sensor
location is represented by the white circle.
A.3 Graphical User Interfaces
This section reviews the different graphical user interfaces (GUIs) developed for the
LADAR Simulator.
A.3.1 Main LADAR Simulator GUI
To run the LADAR Simulator GUI, type ladar sim in the MATLAB prompt. The
GUI will prompt the user for a configuration file to load. This file contains in-
formation for setting up a scene. An example configuration file can be found in
ladar simulator/config/sample.config. If you wish to load default configuration
settings, just press the Cancel button in the dialog box.
Next, another dialog box will appear. This box asks the user to load a model
library file. This file contains structural information about the models referenced
in the configuration file. If a configuration file was selected, a predetermined model
filename will be chosen and the user must locate that file. If no configuration file
was selected, the user is free to specify any available model library file. The default
model library file is ladar simulator/sample.ml. If no model libraries are available,
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the user may create one by pressing the Cancel button and using the Model Library
Creation GUI. For instructions on how to use this GUI, see Section A.3.3. For the
LADAR Simulator GUI to run, a model library must be selected or created.
Once the model library has been chosen, the LADAR Simulator GUI will appear
(see Figure 45). The GUI contains all components necessary to create a scene. The
axes on the right side of the window display the rendered configuration or point
cloud. The type of scene is selected from three possible choices using the pop-up menu
below the scene axes: Full Range, Point Cloud, or Depth Buffer. For a detailed
description of these scene types, see Section A.5.3. By default, the color mapping
used for two-dimensional data sets is determined automatically by the minimum and
maximum values in the scene. This can be overridden by marking the Colormap check
box and selecting the minimum and maximum values for color map scaling. The user
can add or remove a ground plane to the scene by selecting the Ground Plane check
box. The dimensions of the ground plane can be defined by pressing the adjacent
Options button. For details about setting up a ground plane, see Section A.3.5.
Gaussian distributed noise of a chosen variance may be added to the scene by selecting
the Noise check box. The noise is centered on the range values (or coordinates in the
case of point cloud data).
The Target List listbox shows targets that have been added to the current config-
uration. The text fields below the list box are used to set target parameters. Targets
may be added, removed, or updated by pressing the corresponding buttons next to
the Target List list box. Targets may also be added with the mouse by left-clicking
on the desired location in the scene. When you select an item in the listbox, the
corresponding target parameters will appear in the text fields. Users may also up-
date existing targets by pressing the Enter key after changing one of the text field
values. Scene configurations may be loaded from configuration files by pressing the
Load button. The Save button will save a configuration to a file. The adjustable
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Figure 45: Main LADAR Simulator GUI window.
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target parameters are as follows:
• Position: the location of the target in the scene. x and y are ground coordinates,
while z is the coordinate above or below the ground plane. In most situations,
z will be set to zero.
• Rotation Angle: an angle rotation in degrees starting from the positive x-axis
and moving counter clockwise.
• Rotation Axis: axis about which to perform rotations. To perform rotations
about z-axis, this should be set to [0, 0, 1].
• Scale: stretches or shrinks a target by multiplying the scale by the coordinates
used to define the target.
From within the main LADAR Simulator GUI, other GUIs may be launched. To
change the viewing perspective and associated parameters, press the View Settings
button (see Section A.3.2). To adjust CAD model parameters, press the Model
Editor button (see Section A.3.4). To create new model libraries, press the New
Model Library button (see Section A.3.3). To change the current model library,
press the Change Models button.
To save range images or point clouds, users can use the corresponding button and
radio toggles. When saving data sets, it is best to remember the format used because
that information will be necessary for correctly reloading datasets. By default, data
is saved in the native machine format, column major, with the upper left corner of
the image set as the origin.
A.3.2 View Settings GUI
The View Settings GUI facilitates the adjustment of scene viewing parameters (see
Figure 46). The text fields of the GUI are as follows:
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• Field of View: two fields representing the vertical and horizontal scanning angles
used to determine the viewing area. The angles are interpreted as + or - fov/2
from the current “look at” position in either direction.
• Position (cartesian): [x, y, z] coordinates representing the sensor location. When
the cartesian coordinates are changed, the spherical coordinates are adjusted
automatically.
• Position (spherical): [ρ, θ, φ] coordinates representing the range, azimuth, and
elevation from the “look at” point in the scene. When the spherical coordinates
are changed, the cartesian coordinates are adjusted automatically.
• Look At: cartesian coordinates representing the point to which the sensor is
pointing. When the “look at” point is changed, the spherical coordinates are
adjusted automatically. It is assumed that changing the “look at” point does
not reflect a change to the sensor position.
• Min/Max Range: two fields representing the placement of the clipping planes
relative to the sensor location. Targets or part of the ground plane placed
beyond these range limits will not appear in the rendered scene. Pixel values
in range images that represent scene elements beyond the range limits will be
clipped to the minimum and maximum range values.
• Dimensions: two fields representing the vertical and horizontal (number of rows
versus number of columns) pixels in range images. For point clouds, these fields
represent the number of samples used to extract point cloud information (in
the event that all samples are valid points, then the product of these two fields
is the number of points in the point cloud). When combined with the field of
view angles, these fields can be thought of as the angular scanning sampling in
the vertical and horizontal directions.
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• Up Vector: supplies the rendering system with a vector orientation for “up”. In
most cases, these may be set to [0, 0, 1], representing the positive z-axis as the
up direction. If the camera is pointed straight down, then a new up direction
must be chosen so that the vector has a projection along the xy-plane.
Figure 46: View settings GUI window.
When changing fields, the GUI will perform a general validity check for the most
recently used parameter and revert to the original value if the current value is found
to be invalid. Pressing the Reload button will reset the GUI to its original state after
it was first launched. Pressing the OK button will save the view settings, close the
View Settings GUI, and redraw the scene using the new settings. Pressing the Apply
button will save the current view settings and redraw the scene. Pressing the Cancel
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button will close the View Settings GUI and discard all changes since the last time
the Apply button was pressed. Pressing the Enter/Return key after editing a text
field simulates pressing the Apply button.
A.3.3 New Model Library GUI
The LADAR Simulator GUI allows users to create their own model library files con-
sisting of references to CAD models in supported model file formats and a set of
adjustable parameters. When the “New Model Library” button in the LADAR Sim-
ulator GUI window is pressed, a dialog box will appear that allows the user to select
the name and path of the model library file to be created (see Figure 47). The file
must be saved to a directory in, or above, where the CAD model files are stored.
Once the file has been specified, the New Model Library GUI will appear, as shown
in Figure 48.
Figure 47: Choose the filename and path for the model library file.
The New Model Library GUI is an interface used to create a model library file
with chosen model CAD files (see Figure 48).
The listboxes and fields are defined as follows:
• Model List: listbox that displays the model files currently in the library. When
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Figure 48: Empty model library creation GUI.
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a model is selected, the corresponding parameters will be shown in the GUI
text fields.
• Class: a unique non-negative integer used to identify a model in the library.
• Type: a pop-up menu that allows you to choose among CAD file types. These
include STL, PRISM, 3DS, and OFF.
• Name: a text string identifier for the model
• Geometry File: path and location of the geometry CAD model file relative to
the location of the model library file.
• Intensity File: the same file and path as in the Geometry File field, unless
working with PRISM models. In that case, use the radiance filename.
For more information about the meaning of these fields, see Section A.5.2.3.
To add model files to the library, press the Add button. A file dialog like the one
shown in Figure 49 will appear. Navigate to the subfolder with the geometry files and
select the one(s) you wish to add to the model library. After clicking Open, the Model
List listbox will populate with the chosen models and the corresponding text fields
can be seen by clicking on a model in the list (see Figure 50). By default, the classes
are numbered sequentially in the same order in which the files were selected. The
types are determined by the extension of the geometry file. The names are determined
by the filename. Any of the fields may be changed from the their default values. The
Remove button will remove the currently selected model from the library. The Done
button will close the model library creation GUI, load the new model library, and
return to the main LADAR Simulator GUI.
A.3.4 Model Editor GUI
Model geometry files can be created in many different ways. The units used to define
the models and the orientation in which a model rests can vary greatly from file to file.
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Figure 49: Dialog box for selecting CAD model files to add to the model library.
Figure 50: Model library creation GUI after adding CAD model files.
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In addition to organizing a collection of model files, model libraries hold information
about resizing, rescaling, and reorienting the models themselves. These adjustments
allow you to redefine the default units and orientation of a model without permanently
altering the geometry file. The Model Editor GUI can be launched by pressing the
Model Editor button in the main LADAR Simulator GUI (see Figure 51).
Figure 51: GUI for changing model library parameters.
The GUI has three windows, where each window faces the origin from one of
the three coordinate axes. The GUI attempts to automatically adjust the viewing
distance in each window so that the model is completely visible. If a different view
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is desired, the value can be changed underneath the window. This value represents
the distance between the camera and the origin along the specified axis. To “zoom
in” on the object in the window, the magnitude of this value can be decreased. To
“zoom out,” the magnitude of this value can be increased.
The Model pop-up menu allows the user to choose the model to be adjusted. The
Translation text fields are used to define a default translation to be applied before
the scene-level rotations and translations. Sometimes, model files are defined in such
a way that the origin is considered to be one of the bottom corners of the object. It
may be convenient to place the origin on the bottom center of the model so that if a
target is placed at [0, 0, 0], then the target will straddle the center point. Using the
same units as the geometry file, desired translations along the x, y, or z axes can be
specified. An example is shown in Figure 52.
(a) (b)
Figure 52: Images showing a tank before (a) and after (b) a translation adjustment
along the z-axis. After the adjustment, tanks placed in a scene will not be halfway
in the ground plane.
The Rotation text fields are used to define a default rotation to occur before
scene-level rotations and translations. Sometimes model files are defined in a way
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that leaves them in an unnatural orientation when used in a scene. For example, a
car model may be sitting on its bumper by default. These text fields allow the user
to define a rotation along any of the axes that will occur before a model is placed. In
the car example, the user can define a rotation that places the car on its wheels. The
rotations are specified in the angle-axis notation, where you specify a rotation angle
and the vector form of an axis about which to rotate.
The Rotation Axis Adjustment text fields allow the adjustment of the position
of a model before a rotation occurs. By default, rotations occur on an axis in the
center of the model’s bounding box. For symmetric models, this works out well.
When there are asymmetric features, such as an extra long gun extending from a
tank, it may be desirable to adjust the axis about which the rotation occurs. In the
case of the long gun, the center of the bounding box may be closer to the front of the
tank, and a rotation would appear awkward. An example of this effect is shown in
Figure 53.
The Native Dimensions field shows the extent of the current model along the
x − y − z axes; these are the dimensions of the bounding box along each of these
axes. The values in this field are determined by the native geometries of the model
file, meaning that they are the same as defined in the CAD model geometry file.
The Model Dimensions text field shows how the extents change after applying the
value in the Scale Factor field. The scaling can also be adjusted by entering a new
value directly in the x, y, or z Model Dimensions field. For example, a model’s
native dimensions are defined in such a way that if a vehicle is 5000 units long in
the x-direction, and the vehicle is supposed to be four meters long in that direction,
then the user can type “4” into the x field. All other Model Dimensions will adjust
accordingly, as will the scale factor. The camera positions in the three windows will
also be adjusted to provide the same view of the object after they have been re-sized.
When adjusting the Translation or Rotation Axis Adjustment fields, the units
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(a) (b)
Figure 53: Images showing how adjusting the rotation axis affects the final rotation.
Both images show two T62 tanks, one at the default orientation and another at the
same location but rotated by 90 deg. There is no rotation axis adjustment in (a) so
the rotation axis is further from the center of the tank body. This makes the rotated
tank appear as if it was displaced slightly. In image (b), the rotation axis is moved
so that it is in the center of the tank body. This results in a more intuitive rotation.
are in the native model units, and not the scaled ones.
When using the Model Editor GUI, some trial and error is usually involved in
order to obtain desired model adjustments.
A.3.5 Ground Plane GUI
The Ground Plane GUI provides users access to the geometric description of the
ground plane (see Figure 54). The ground plane is a flat, rectangular surface. A
corner is defined by setting the [x, y, z] coordinates of the “Origin” field. The lengths
in the x and y directions are specified using the next two text fields. If negative
values are supplied in these fields, then the ground plane extends along the axes in
the negative direction. An arbitrary intensity value is specified in the last text field.
The value itself is arbitrary and may be set to any positive integer.
When changing fields, the GUI will perform a general validity check for the most
recently used parameter and revert to the original value if the current value is found
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Figure 54: GUI for changing ground plane settings.
to be invalid. Pressing the Reload button will reset the GUI to its original state after
it was first launched. Pressing the OK button will save the ground plane settings, close
the Ground Plane GUI, and redraw the scene using the new ground plane. Pressing
the Apply button will save the current ground plane settings and redraw the scene.
Pressing the Cancel button will close the Ground Plane GUI and discard all changes
since the last time the Apply button was pressed. Pressing the Enter/Return key
after editing a text field simulates pressing the Apply button.
A.4 Library Interface
The functions used to read in models, create/manipulate scene configurations, and
draw/display scenes can be called directly from a user-defined MATLAB script or
function. This capability was included to allow users to run their own simulations
using synthetic data generated on-the-fly.
Some of the functions and their descriptions are described here:
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• Loading and saving files:
– load configuration - Load configuration file into structures
– load data - Retrieve image or point cloud from data file
– load model library - Read model library file into a structure
– save configuration - Save configuration to a text file
– save data - Save a range image or point cloud to a data file
– save model library - Save model library structure to a text file
• Manipulating configuration structures:
– add target - Add target with given parameters to configuration
– new config - Create an empty configuration structure
– remove target - Remove a target from a configuration
– set ground param - Update the ground plane in a configuration
– set target param - Update a single target in a configuration
• Manipulating view structure:
– new view settings - Create a view settings structure
– set view param - Update a view setting parameter
• Working with scene data:
– add noise - Adds noise to range imagery or point cloud data
– display data - Display a scene in a given figure or axes
• Scene creation:
– render scene - Create a range image or point cloud data set
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Customized simulations typically begin with loading a model library and a con-
figuration file (using load model library and load configuration). If no con-
figuration file is available, then a configuration is created from scratch with the
new config function with some ground plane information. Targets are added with the
add target function. The view is created and modified with the new view settings
and set view param functions respectively, and so on.
The ladar simulator folder contains a subfolder called scripts with an example
simulation file named make multiview ptc.m. It creates a single point cloud from
multiple views of the same scene, consisting of an object positioned in the middle of
a ground plane. The sensor takes frames at 120 deg increments and merges the point
clouds from the individual frames into a single point cloud. It then saves the point
cloud and configuration structure to files using the save data and save configuration
functions, respectively. Each range image is displayed along the way, as was well as
the final point cloud, using the display data function. This script may be used as a
guide for creating other customized simulations.
A.5 File and Structure Formats
Although the GUIs and library interfaces should be sufficient for most users, some
users may wish to directly manipulate the configuration files, model libraries, or the
various structures. This section includes descriptions of these formats.
When manipulating the structures directly, it is important to remember data
types. By default, MATLAB stores numbers as double precision floating point values.
Since these structures are passed to C functions that utilize external libraries, many
of the fields in these structures are not double precision floating point. Therefore, it
is important to use the appropriate data type when assigning values to the structure
fields referenced in this section.
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A.5.1 Configurations
The configuration file and structure format includes fields for organizing different
components of a scene. These components include target parameters, view settings,
and the ground plane description. All arrays are stored row-wise.
A.5.1.1 Configuration Structure
The configuration structure description is shown in Table 2. It holds information on
the targets and the ground plane in the scene.
Table 2: Configuration structure fields.
Field Name Data Type Description
numTargets uint32 scalar Number of targets in the scene
targets structure array Array of target structures
useGround int32 scalar
-1 = Do not include a ground plane
0 = Use default ground plane
1 = Use customized ground plane defined
in the configuration structure
groundIntensity uint32 scalar ground intensity (any nonnegative integer)
groundOrigin double array Three-element [x, y, z] array representing
the origin of the ground plane
groundXLength double scalar Length of the ground plane in the
positive-x direction
groundYLength double scalar Length of the ground plane in the
positive-y direction
A.5.1.2 Target Structure
The target structure description is shown in Table 3. The class field holds a nonneg-
ative integer that identifies a unique model in the corresponding model library. The
position field represents the target’s [x, y, z] coordinate position. The orientation is
stored in angle-axis notation, so that rotations occur by rotating the target θ degrees
along the [x, y, z] axis. In most cases, rotations will occur about the z-axis, so the
[x, y, z] portion of this field should be set to [0, 0, 1]. Future revisions could support
more intuitive rotations, like Euler angles. The scale field scales the dimensions of the
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current target by a total value of s. It then scales the corresponding dimensions (as
defined in the CAD model) by an additional x, y, or z in each of those directions. By
default, this array should be set to [1, 1, 1] for no additional scaling. The visible field
is either set to zero or one and controls the visibility of the target in the configuration.
The library function that manipulates the target structure is set target param.
Table 3: Target structure fields.
Field Name Data Type Description
class uint32 scalar Unique target class ID
position single array Three-element array of target [x, y, z] coordinates
orientation single array Four-element array of target [θ, x, y, z] orientation
scale single array Four-element array of target [s, x, y, z] scale
visible uint32 scalar 0 or 1 specifying whether to render a target
A.5.1.3 View Settings Structure
The view settings are stored in a separate structure with parameters defined in Table
4. The library functions that manipulate the view structure are new view settings
and set view param.
Table 4: View settings structure fields.
Field Name Data Type Description
vfov double scalar Vertical field of view
hfov double scalar Horizontal field of view
position double array Three-element array of sensor [x, y, z] coordinates
lookAt double array Three-element array of “look at” [x, y, z] coordinates
upv double scalar Three-element array representing the up direction
clipping double array Two-element array consisting of the minimum and
maximum ranges
dataDim uint32 array Row x Column dimension of the result image in pixels,
(the vertical and horizontal sampling)
A.5.1.4 Configuration File Format
Figure 55 shows the structure of a configuration file. Configuration files can be






camera_position <x position> <y position> <z position>
object_position <x position> <y position> <z position>
up_vector <x position> <y position> <z position>
clip_distance <min range> <max range>
data_dims <vertical pixels> <horizontal pixels>
number_of_targets <nonnegative integer>
target 1
class_of_target <nonnegative integer ID>
position <x position> <y position> <z position>
orientation <degrees> <x axis> <y axis> <z axis>
scale <global value> <x position> <y position> <z position>
...
target <final target number>
class_of_target <nonnegative integer ID>
position <x position> <y position> <z position>
orientation <degrees> <x axis> <y axis> <z axis>
scale <global value> <x position> <y position> <z position>
use_ground <-1, 0 or 1>
intensity <nonnegative integer>
origin <x position> <y position> <z position>
x_length <value>
y_length <value>
Figure 55: Configuration file format.
A.5.2 Model Libraries
Model libraries are collections of model geometries and associated rendering param-
eters.
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A.5.2.1 Model Library Structure
The Model Editor and New Model Library GUIs are currently the only means by
which model libraries may be changed.
Model library structures contain two fields: numModels and models. numModels
is a field of type uint32 that stores the number of models in the library structure.
models is an array of model structures, defined in Section A.5.2.2.
A.5.2.2 Model Structure
The fields of a model structure are defined in Table 5. Section A.5.2.3 goes into more
detail about the purpose of some of these fields. gFile and rFile will most likely be
the same unless the CAD model is defined in the PRISM format. For CAD models
that have no intensity information, the relevant fields are populated with arbitrary
values when the models are first read from the files.
A.5.2.3 Model Library File Format
The model library file format is designed to keep a record of CAD models common
to a certain scene and the adjustable parameters for each of those models. To load or
save model library files, the load model library or save model library functions
are used. The first line in the file contains the term number of models followed by a
single space and an integer representing the number of models in the file. Each model
is listed on consecutive lines, and the model parameters on a single line are separated
by a single space. The parameters are as follows:
1. A unique nonnegative integer model identifier (in the configuration structure/file,
this integer is the same as the class).
2. Type of CAD model (STL for ASCII or binary stereolithography files, 3DS for
binary 3D Studio files, PRISM for files in the Prism file format from Thermoan-
alytics, and OFF for Princeton shape benchmark files).
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Table 5: Model structure fields and descriptions.
Field Name Data Type Description
class uint32 scalar numerical identifier for the model
type char array text description of the model type
name char array text identifier for the model
translate single array three-element (x, y, z) translation from
the model’s origin
rotate single array four-element (θ, x, y, z) default model rotation
rotateAdjust single array three-element (x, y, z) translation of the
model rotation axis
scale single scalar global scaling of model units
gFile char array file and path of geometry file
rFile char array file and path of radiance file (if available), or gFile
vertexTable single matrix N × 3 matrix of model vertices
vertexTableLength uint32 N as used in vertexTable
facetIndexLists cell array M × 1 array of uint32 arrays of
indices into vertexTable
facetIndexListSizes uint32 array M × 1 array containing the sizes of
each array in facetIndexLists
numberOfFacets uint32 scalar the M as referenced above
(number of facets in model)
intensityRegion uint32 array the intensity index of each facet
maxVertex single array three-element (x, y, z) for the
largest bounding box coordinate
minVertex single array three-element (x, y, z) for the
smallest bounding box coordinate
intensityList uint32 array K × 1 array of intensity (or arbitrary) values
intensityListLength uint32 scalar K as referenced above (number of intensities)
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3. Relative path (starting from the location of the model library file) and filename
of the CAD model.
4. A repeat the previous path and filename for non-Prism files. For Prism files,
this field contains the corresponding radiance file.
5. The number 0 (not used, but left in the code for legacy purposes).
6. A unique text string ID for the model. This will be displayed in the pop-up
menus of the GUIs that allow that users to switch model types when creating
a scene.
7. An array of three numbers in the form [x,y,z] (including the brackets and
commas). This represents a coordinate translation from the model’s origin as
defined in the units that the model was created in. By default, this field is set
to [0,0,0]. When changed, this field allows users to define another point in
the model space as the origin. As an example, imagine rendering a model at the
point [0, 0, 0] in the scene coordinates. In many instances, this has the effect of
rendering a lower corner of the model at that point. If the user would like for all
models to be centered at the point of placement, the user could adjust the x and
y parameters of this vector to first translate the model by these coordinates.
8. An array of four numbers in the form [θ,x,y,z] (including the brackets and
commas). Similar to the previous field, this represents a standard initial rotation
to take place before rendering a model. By default, this is set to [0,0,1,0].
9. An array of three numbers in the form [x,y,z], including the brackets and
commas. This represents a translation to take place before the rotation occurs.
By default, this may be set to [0,0,0].
10. A scalar value that represents a scaling of the coordinates in the model file. By
default, this may be set to 1.
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For an example model library file, see Figure 56.
number_of_models 3
0 OFF dir/mod1.off dir/mod1.off 0 mod1 [0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0] 1
1 OFF dir/mod2.off dir/mod2.off 0 mod2 [0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0] 1
2 OFF dir/mod3.off dir/mod3.off 0 mod3 [0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0] 1
Figure 56: Example of a model library file.
A.5.3 Data Sets
The LADAR Simulator can create data sets in two forms: range images and point
clouds. Data sets can be saved or loaded with the functions save data and load data.
Data is displayed in MATLAB with the function display data.
A.5.3.1 Range Imagery
Range images are rectangular grids where each element represents the range from the
sensor to world coordinate captured by that element. In MATLAB, these images are
stored in matrix form. See Figure 57 for a typical range image.
Figure 57: A typical range image.
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A.5.3.2 Point Clouds
Point clouds are created by taking the two-dimensional points in a range image and
converting them to their corresponding three-dimensional coordinates. The resulting
point cloud, consisting of L points, is constructed as a 3 × L matrix. If an image is
rendered with a N ×M data dimension, then there will be at most NM coordinates
in the resulting point cloud. The number of coordinates L is less than NM when
there is sky present in the scene, when a ground plane is not rendered, or when pixels
are set at the minimum or maximum range values. A typical point cloud is shown in
Figure 58. If the user wishes to create a single point cloud from multiple views, this
can be easily accomplished by appending the new point clouds to the previous ones.
For example, a 3× 15000 point cloud and a 3× 20000 point cloud from two different



















Figure 58: A typical point cloud.
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A.5.3.3 Depth Buffer
If desired, the user can also create images that consist of the raw values pulled from
the OpenGL depth buffering system after rendering the scene. This type of image
is similar to the range image in that each pixel represents some notion of range, but
the values will be in abstract double precision floating point position values along
the camera view axis. This tends to be useful for visualizing data sets since depth is
treated linearly without converting to true range value, so the default colormap will
not obscure certain image features if the minimum and maximum ranges are set too
far apart. Rendering is also faster since there is no conversion to actual range values,
allowing 1) the GUIs to be more responsive to changes and 2) simulations to run
faster. It is beneficial to work in this mode when setting up a scene. Figure 59 shows
a side-by-side comparison of a range image and a depth buffer image with larger then
necessary minimum and maximum range difference.
(a) (b)
Figure 59: Comparison of a range image and depth buffer image when minimum and
maximum ranges are set at 0.1 and 100, respectively.
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